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place to commemorate the 
anniversary of a half-century of 
accomplishments.

Fellow PCVs,

Already another Va Pue is upon us! It has been a plea-
sure working with the new editorial team; we worked 
and laughed and ate pizza and worked some more. As 
a result of the volunteers who set aside a bit of their 
day to share something for others to enjoy, we have 
many great contributions this 
time around. From recipes to 
book reviews to current events, 
I hope that there is something 
you’ll find interesting in this 
issue.

I came into this editor position 
rather abruptly. After losing 
three members of Va Pue last 
year due to various reasons, I 
remained the only person with 
more than one issue’s experi-
ence. Which isn’t to say, however, that I don’t love edit-
ing and planning and managing it all. It’s a pleasure to 
do something like this again after working on my high 
school yearbook and my college newspaper; it brings 
back memories of photo shoots at basketball games 
and all-night copy editing sessions before the 3 a.m. 
printing deadline. 

In my opinion, Va Pue is a great way for volunteers to 
share information, photos, projects and more. It al-
lows us to have a publication that belongs to us, the 
volunteers, rather than PC Worldwide or Washington, 
which means that we get to decide what’s published. 
Whether it’s the latest piropos or the goodbye messag-
es of recently COSed volunteers, every page is person-
ally written, edited (several times) and formatted to 
be a creative display of each volunteer’s thoughts and 
opinions.

This issue’s theme is the 50th anniversary of Peace 

Corps, which will be recognized worldwide on March 
1st, 2011. Likewise, in this issue, you will see an article 
on Peace Corps history and the late R. Sargent Shriver, 
who passed away on January 18, 2011. For the upcom-
ing issue, we’d like to share how you plan to celebrate, 
whether in the States if you are on your way home, or 
here in Nicaragua. We look forward to reporting about 

our countrywide celebration 
on August 24-25.

Peace Corps Nicaragua had 
a difficult year last year, for 
many different reasons. But 
since January is the time to be 
thinking about what the new 
year will bring, we’ve included 
some resolutions from staff 
around the office and a few 
words from the Guia commit-
tee to help you renew your 

trabajador spirit. Also, your Va Pue staff has resolved to 
put something in every issue this year that will make you 
smile. We hope that it brightens your day a little and that 
you look forward to the next issue. 
Cuídense mucho y hasta pronto!

Erin Anthony
Executive Editor
ENV Chinandega

Holding Out Hope for the New Year

...every page is written, 
edited and formatted 
to be a creative display 
of each volunteer’s 
thoughts and opinions.

Erin Anthony, ENV Chinandega
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Updates from Togo: Danny Murphy style
Danny Murphy, Health 46, extended 
his Peace Corps service to Togo, Africa, 
for an additional two years.  Arriving in 
country June 5, 2010, we followed him 
through training until his swearing-in 
ceremony on August 5, 2010.  Below is 
his update of what has happened since 
becoming an official Togo PCV.  He works on the CHAP proj-
ect, Community Healthy and HIV/AIDS Prevention.

 On August 5th, we had our ceremony to swear-
in as Volunteers, and the next morning we were off, 
spread out to all corners of Togo.  I am here in the town 
of Cinkasse, very, very north, on the border of Burkina 
Faso (and my house is technically closer to the border of 
Ghana than Burkina).  Cinkasse is a very interesting place 
with quite the melting pot of people from all over West 
Africa.  I have met people from Burkina, Ghana, Benin, 
Niger, Cote d’Ivoire, Mali, and Guinea.  It is famous for its 
market of electronic goods, and notorious for being a 
dirty, rough, strictly-business border town, with lots of 
people and goods constantly coming and going.  The 
big market days are Thursdays and Sundays, and people 
come in from all over to buy and sell.  On market days, 
there are more trucks, buses, vans, cars, motorcycles, 
bicycles, donkeys, and pedestrians than space.  

 The majority ethnic group here is Moussi (who 
speak More), but there is also a lot of Moba, Houssa, and 
Bissa people, and also Ewe and Yanga people, and my 
neighbors from Niger are Djerem. The official language 
of these countries is French (and the official language of 
Ghana is English), but many people, especially women, 
have not gone to school to learn French, and therefore 
most people speak basic French.  My French is improving 
slowly, but surely.  It is by no means good, but I can gen-
erally understand what people are saying, and can usu-
ally kind-of sort-of get my point across.  Local languages, 
now that’s another story.  I know a few basic greetings 
in More, Moba, Djerem and Ewe.  It is fun and challeng-
ing using sounds that don’t exist in English, Spanish, 
or French.  Being able to at least greet people in their 
language is very important here and it’s the best way to 

show people that I live here and I am not just passing 
through.  I hear the word “Nassara” in More everywhere I 
go, and also “Yovo” in Ewe and occasionally “Buh-tooli” in 
Moba, all meaning “foreigner” or “stranger.”

 I can find everything I need (and more) right here 
in Cinkasse.  I have electricity which hardly ever goes 
out, great cell phone coverage and internet.  There is no 
running water in town; instead, there are pumps and 
wells.  I have a pump about a block and a half from my 
house.  There is a guy there who will fill a barrel (about 
220 liters), wheel it to my house, and fill up my buckets 
for me, all for 300 Francs CFA, or about 60 cents.  We are 
in the rainy season now and I 
have been collecting rain water 
that runs off the roof.  Up until 
now, I have only had to refill 
with water from the pump three 
times in almost two months.  For 
drinking, I boil all my water and 
then filter it.  For food, the rule is 
“cook it, peel it, or soak it.”  Soak 
it refers to soaking in bleach 
water.  

 There is one national 
highway running north and 
south the length of the country, 
from Lome to Cinkasse.  The 
condition of the road is good for some stretches, and 
in other stretches it is continually getting thinner, with 
countless potholes, stretches where two motorcycles can 
barely pass each other, and areas completely without 
pavement.  Transportation to small villages can be an ad-
venture; some Volunteers can only travel by motorcycle 
to and from the national highway, sometimes for over 
two hours.

 My house!  I live in a nice spacious house, big-
ger than I need or expected.  Some of my neighbors are 
really cool, some quiet, some I don’t share any common 
language.  My house has a patio, a large living room, a 
kitchen, and a bedroom.  The four shower/latrines for 

the houses are in a corner of the complex, separate and 
private.  One of my neighbors has a small garden where 
I planted a few moringa seeds, which are growing.  My 
Nicaraguan sack hammock is hung up on my patio.  The 
Volunteer who lived in Cinkasse before me (and left here 
in January) left me a big bookshelf (with a few books 
I plan to read, along with countless steamy romance 
novels).  I wanted to fill the rest of my house, after search-
ing around a bit, I decided to buy a bunch of wood and 
the basic supplies, and make my own furniture.  Being a 
carpenter took up most, if not all, of my free time. Hard 
work, but fulfilling.  I made one kitchen table, another 
big table (too big really), a small set of shelves for the 
kitchen, a small stool, the slats for my bed, the bed posts 
for hanging my mosquito net, and bars to hang curtains 
on the windows.  Mission accomplished!

 Work!  So it has 
taken a while to get 
settled, get organized, 
get into gear, get to 
know Cinkasse, and 
get to know different 
people.  So far, I have 
been going to the 
hospital every Tuesday 
and Friday mornings.  
Tuesday mornings are 
growth monitoring 
sessions, where moth-
ers bring their babies 
to be weighed and get 
vaccines.  Last Tuesday 

there were more than one hundred babies!  On Friday 
mornings, mothers bring their children to the nutrition 
rehabilitation sessions.  We weigh the babies, take their 
height, and measure the circumference of their arm 
before we give the mothers a corn-and-soy flour mix and 
vitamin-enriched oil to take home to prepare porridge 
for their babies A Volunteer who lives close repaired the 
water pump at the high school.  The water pump is now 
working and we will be working with an organized group 
of students to plant a moringa garden and nursery, and 
to give education talks to their fellow students on envi-
ronment and health topics.  There are a lot of opportuni-
ties here for health education and health improvement 
in many different areas, including growth monitoring 

and nutrition education, personal and environmental 
hygiene, sexual and reproductive health education, HIV/
AIDS education and prevention, and the fight against 
malaria.
One of the most obvious differences between Peace 
Corps Nicaragua and Peace Corps Togo is: the languages!  
French has been a challenge, but the main difference 
is that everybody here speaks their local language 
amongst each other, often speaking more than one bet-
ter than they speak French.  Nobody here speaks French 
as their first language.  Another difference is that we can 
ride on motorcycles as long as we’re wearing our mo-
torcycle helmet (just not along the national highway or 
in Lome)!  All Volunteers are given motorcycle helmets, 
bicycles and bike helmets, training on how to fix and 
maintain bicycles, and water filters, too!  The malaria here 
is resistant to chloroquine and, since the malaria here can 
kill you, taking the malaria prophylaxis is a very serious 
responsibility of ours.

 I hope this gives you an idea of how I am, where I 
am, and what I’m doing.  Overall, I am happy here.  It has 
been a great experience, both challenging and reward-
ing, and I’m sure it will continue to be.

Peace,
Danny

Cinkasse

On Local Languages: 
“It is fun and challeng-
ing using sounds that 
don’t exist in English, 
Spanish, or French.”
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Finding Your Place in a Post-Peace 
Corps Life: One RPCV’s Story

By Liz Koelynch
 Saludos from Boston, where we are all enjoying 
a snow day! We’re up to 18 inches and it’s still falling 
steadily. I hadn’t seen snow in years, much less a snow 
day, but absence really does make the heart grow fonder. 
I’m happy to offer you a glimpse at the sudden transition 
from PCV to taxpayer and a few other anecdotes about 
my experiences since I’ve been back. 
 In January I started work as a bilingual case 
manager for the Unaccompanied Minor Refugee Pro-
gram with Lutheran Social Services, and our program 
serves about 50 kids from Latin America, Bhutan, Africa, 
and India. I manage legal, medical and education pro-
ceedings for eight kids from Central America who were 
captured by border patrol while crossing into the US. We 
have about 20 kids from Central America in the program, 
including one boy from Nicaragua who has already pre-
sented me with one of the paper chain baskets that he 
makes and sells at school. Manualidades on my first day 
at work, a man after my own heart! 
 Obviously, I felt prepared for the position because 
of my time in Peace Corps. I talk to the kids about Nicara-
gua all the time, and I can relate to their experiences. My 
coworkers and I compliment one another well because 
they are knowledgeable about resettlement in the states 
and I have shared my knowledge about Latin American 
culture and understanding where the kids come from. 
Most of kids live with Dominican foster families outside 
of Boston, and we coordinate and train the families to 
share responsibility of the clients. 
 The most interesting part of my transition has 
been getting a different perspective on illegal immigra-
tion. When I was in Somotillo, I must have seen hundreds 
of people leave for the United States, and later heard 
second hand stories about their journey. Before work-
ing at Lutheran I wasn’t aware of the intricate network 
of organizations that work to resettle unaccompanied 
minors. We coordinate with hundreds of shelters and 
group homes in the United States to organize every step 
from when the kids are captured to when they get their 

green cards and legal status. Obvi-
ously it’s not always easy; we have 
clients who suffer from trauma, are 
non responsive to treatment and 
help, and they sometimes choose 
to leave the program or refuse as-
sistance and run away. The major-
ity do have a positive experience 
with resettlement and are able to get legal status before 
they turn 18. I have also been learning a lot about the 
legal process of seeking asylum and the United States’ 

stance on human trafficking. All of our kids are represent-
ed by pro bono lawyers in Boston and most have a good 
case because they were trafficked here to work or came 
to escape severe abuse in their countries. 
 
I also feel right at home because a huge part of my job 
has been bonding with the kids and building trust and 
relationships. It’s important to our agency not to treat 

any of the clients like a number, so most 
afternoons I get to hang out with them 
and the foster family or take them out for a 
bite to eat. I attend a lot of meetings with 
a support networks, like the school princi-
pal, therapists, and guidance counselors, 
and we do everything possible to make 
the transition smooth and positive for the 
kids. 
 The worst part is the commute. I work 
an hour outside of Boston, and in traffic 
it may as well be three hours. Yesterday I 
gauged that I could have gotten to Ver-
mont and back with the time I wasted 

sitting in traffic. Around hour two I started to get hungry 
and looked to the box of cannolis I had bought for my 
roommates from the Wholly Cannoli Cafe in Worcester, 
a spot I highly recommend if you have a sweet tooth. 
Between trying to open the pastry box and trying to 
negotiate the merge onto the Tobin Bridge in Boston, I 
was left with one thought- that I would likely crash, inevi-
tably be covered in cannoli, and the fat kid inside of me 
would have to explain to the Boston Police Department 
why my negligent operation was fueled by my desire for 
a glorified cream puff. That said, I threw the box into the 
back seat, out of my reach, and crawled into line with the 
other cars.
 In thinking about the job market and my experi-
ence with the interview and hiring process, my advice 
would be to be flexible and persistent. I applied to 40 
jobs between July and December, most of which I found 
online at Idealist.com and Monster.com. I interviewed for 
four different positions and ultimately picked Lutheran 
because I would be able to speak Spanish and felt very 
welcome among the staff in the office. I knew I didn’t 
want to go back to school right away, and the unfortu-
nate reality is the readjustment allowance won’t last long 
if you are going to be living independently and accumu-
lating bills, so I was eager to get a job. Some employers 
were good about following up after interviews and some 
I never heard from again, and some I was glad not to 
hear from after I learned more about the position and 
responsibilities. 
 When transitioning back and finding your place, 
only you know what is best for you and what you can 

handle. I knew I didn’t want to go to grad school, even 
though everyone advised me to consider it. I knew my 
skills, my financial situation, and more or less where I 
could handle being for the next few years. Every time I 
got an interview, all my friends would say, “Well, you will 
definitely get it. I mean, you were in the Peace Corps for 
Pete’s sake!” Don’t let that type of thing go to your head. 
For the position I was looking for, it obviously helped 
that I’m an RPCV. But I interviewed for a few jobs where 
the employer seemed bored by my tales of living on a 
shoe string (i.e. gallo pinto) and constantly asked if I had 
a Master’s. Your family and friends will try to be helpful, 
but I found I am the only one who knows what’s best.
 So everything is working out well. I keep in 
touch with lots of people from my town, which is great, 
because I want to keep the connection. The downside, 
obviously, is that I still seem to come up in chisme. I 
recently fielded a phone call from a friend from my site 
who demanded, “You didn’t tell me you got married!” To 
which I had to patiently and politely respond, “that’s be-
cause it never happened”. Your life will go on, but some 
weird anecdote about you will root itself it your commu-
nity and likely never die.
 I will give you all a gentle reminder, as I got 
one the other day in the form of a certificate signed by 
Aaron Williams and President Obama. Your time abroad 
is meaningful both to you and host country nationals. 
I know some days are worse than others, but the work 
Peace Corps does on a global scale is phenomenal and 
you should all feel proud to be part of it. I feel great 
about how I chose to spend the first few years out of col-
lege and I love that I am part of a network of RPCVs who 
made the same decision I did. Be patient with your work. 
I know it seems like a thankless job while you’re doing it, 
but when you finish you will find out how many people 
back home will look up to you for your efforts. Case in 
point, I was suffering through an unexpected 12 hour 
delay on my flight home and when we finally started to 
board a man I had been chatting with announced to the 
entire line that I had just finished almost three years of 
service to my country and should be allowed to board 
first. I think most people ushered me through due to 
confusion and exhaustion, but it was a great gesture.
Wherever you are in your service, take advantage of your 
time and I look forward to seeing you as an RPCV some-
day.
 Cuídense mucho!

When transition-
ing back and 
finding your 

place, only you 
know what is best 
for you and what 
you can handle. 
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Tell me a little about your site.

“We technically have two sites.  We live in El Zacatón, which 
is Jon’s site.  Cinco Pinos, which is 3 kilometers north, is  
my site.  Cinco Pinos is the bigger town with 2,500 people 
in the town center.  

Being a business volunteer, during the school year I work 
in two schools in the course Emprendedurismo.  I also 
meet with the English teachers from several communities 
to host classes and share teaching practices.  Jon works 
with a youth group in El Zacatón that is starting a drip ir-
rigation system.  He also works at the elementary school 
assisting with a school garden.  Being an AG and Business 
couple presents a great opportunity for cross-sector work, 
especially in such an agricultural area like Cinco Pinos.  We 
have several projects that 
we are working on togeth-
er, including business plan 
writing with a youth group 
that wants to make con-
centrado blocks for cows, 
giving business assistance 
to a pine basket artesian 
group, and working with an 
agriculture cooperative on 
a survey of the use of pesti-
cides in the area.  

As far as we know, we are 
the first married couple to 
live in the area.  The volunteer before us married a Nica-
raguan, so when we first arrived I was consistently being 
asked if I was going to marry a Nicaraguan too.  Now that 
everyone knows I’m already married, the pressure’s off. “

It Takes Two
Hazel Groce, HE Chinandega

Had you thought about Peace Corps previously to 
being married? If so, why did you decide to wait until 
after marriage? 

“Peace Corps was something we talked 
about both wanting to do while we were 
dating, but we never felt like it was the 
right time.  After being married for a 
year, we decided we were ready.  It was 
the perfect time for us because it was 
after we had both earned our degrees 
and spent some time gaining work ex-
perience, but before we started to feel 
settled down with a permanent job and 
a family.”

What do you see as some of the 
benefits to being a married couple in 
PC? What challenges/stressors do you 
face that maybe other non-married 
volunteers don’t encounter?

“Honestly, there isn’t a day that goes by that we are not 
grateful that we decided to do Peace Corps as a married 
couple.

It is nice to have a constant 
companion that knows 
what you’re going through.  
Also, it’s helpful to be able 
to vent your stresses or get 
the day’s events off your 
chest nightly, as opposed 
to other volunteers that 
might be more isolated and 
have to wait a week or so 
before talking to PC friends 
or family in the states.  Of 
course we miss our fami-
lies in the U.S. a lot, but it’s 

easier because we have our mini family here. It’s great to 
be able to bounce ideas off each other.  Coming from dif-
ferent sectors helps because we are able to gain different 
perspectives, too.  If one of us is having a “bad” day, the 

other is obligated to have a “good” day.  So we end up 
leveling out each other’s highs and lows.  Also, if we ever 
need a quick, last minute vacation, finding a travel partner 

is never a problem. 

As far as challenges, often 
times after a day’s work 
or on the weekends, all 
we want to do is relax 
and spend time together.  
Non-married volunteers 
probably spend more 
time with Nicaraguan 
friends or colleagues.  So 
a challenge is balancing 
our desires to spend all 
our free time with each 
other and spending some 
of this free time in the 
community.  Also, there is 
a constant temptation to 
speak English when we’re 

together.”

As a female, Kate, do you find that the men “piropo” 
you less?

“Yes.  It also helps that we live in a small town, so the ma-
jority of the people know us and know we are married.”

What were you two doing before Peace Corps?

“Jon was taking forestry graduate school classes through 
the Peace Corps Master’s International program at Michi-
gan Tech.  Kate was managing the startup of a restau-
rant.”

 Do you feel Peace Corps is prepared to address the 
different needs of married couples?

“Yeah, we both agree that Peace Corps does a good job 
addressing our needs.”

I was curious about volunteer life as a married couple. So 
rather than getting married myself, I sought out Kate (SB 
53) who was kind enough to answer a few questions on 
behalf of her and her husband Jon (AG 53).

Do you find people impose cultural ideas about mar-
riage on your relationship?

“People are always curious and asking questions, es-
pecially about our lack of children.  However, our ad-
miration, or more accurately obsession, for our cat has 
people constantly asking us how our “hijo” is doing.  I 
think being a young, married couple without children 
sets an important example, especially to young peo-
ple here.  It shows them that there are lots of options 
for their future because they see us traveling, work-
ing in a different country, and learning a new language.

Also, we share the housework.  People see Jon doing 
the laundry and dishes and think it’s pretty amusing.   
This is a reality of our culture that we are able to share.”

What is a normal day in Cinco Pinos?

“Days in the “campo” start early, as the first bus passes by 
the living room at 5:15 a.m. with its horn blaring.  To add to it 
are the chickens, tortillas being made, and Eminem or Jus-
tin Bieber blasting from the radio, making it hard to sleep 
past 5:30 a.m.  After breakfast and several cups of coffee, 
I’m off to school and Jon is visiting farmers or assisting in 
the fields.  We usually reunite at our house for lunch.  In the 
afternoons, we normally have a meeting with one of the 
groups we are working with together.  Then we go home, 
do chores around the house and yard, cook dinner, debrief 
about the day, play a round of cribbage, and go to bed early.”

“Honestly, there isn’t a day 
that goes by that we are 

not grateful that we 
decided to do Peace Corps 

as a married couple.”
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 On December 1, 2010, World AIDS Day gave peo-
ple living with and affected by HIV/AIDS a stage to raise 
awareness and promote safe sex practices.  In addition to 
marching with locals in a show of support, volunteers in 
Nicaragua joined others from all Peace Corps countries 
in organizing free tests, giving charlas about the disease, 
how it is spread, and how to avoid infection.

 Thayer Rosenberg, of Health serving in Chinan-
dega, arranged a march through her community to draw 
attention to the disease and the fight against it.  The 
mayor also attended and every participant received a 
red ribbon to present a solid front. Nurses attended to 
answer questions and perform free tests that produced 
results within 20 minutes.

 In Madriz, Jenny Tighe, also of Health 52, orga-
nized a fair to reach a total of five communities.  Her and 
her counterparts gave charlas to educate the women, 
men, and youth in attendance, complete with useful 
information and dinamicas.  The mayor’s office supplied 
a sound system, the health center doctors and nurses 
manned free testing stations, and Plan Nicaragua, a NGO, 
donated prizes for the activities.   
   
 In order to reach high-risk populations, including 
truck drivers, immigration workers, sex workers, mili-
tary personnel, police officers, and travelers, Lisa Schult, 
Health 52, headed to a border town in Nueva Segovia. As 
travelers crossed the border, they received information 
about the virus and condoms from Lisa and she gave 
demonstrations about proper condom usage.  Adding to 
the experience, she was able to talk to a few individuals 
about the importance of being tested. 

 Along with the daily fight to increase awareness 
and reduce the rate of new cases of HIV/AIDS, World 
AIDS Day is a starting point for bringing the troublesome 
issue home to Nicaragua and the volunteers here did not 
let the opportunity pass as they led many initiatives.

Making an Impact One Day at a 
Time: A World AIDS Day Recap

Mary Miller, AG Chinandega

 Wait, you guys have paved streets here, and 
they’re not made by the Chinese?
So, how different is Nicaragua from Mali? Well, other than 
being on different continents, they already seem figura-
tively oceans apart. Let me give you an example. My third 
night with my Malian host family during training consist-
ed mostly of my host mom miming everything from “You 
want food?” to “Do you want to throw water on yourself 
out of a bucket?”. I remember sing-
ing “Apple bottom jeans, boots 
with the fur” to the kids because I 
couldn’t think of anything else to 
do. I couldn’t wait to get back to 
the other PCVs and speak English. 
The night ended with me lying in 
my mud hut thinking “What did I 
get myself into this time?”. At the 
end of all that, I ended up loving 
my time there. 

 And then there’s Nicaragua. On my third night in 
Nicaragua, my host mom took me on the long walk to 
the vista in Catarina, but we never made it. After the walk 
I justified a beer with the fact that it would improve my 
Spanish, which 
it of course did. 
Instead of try-
ing to act out 
shower in mime, 
my widowed 
host mom and I 
joked about her 
getting a “gringo” 
boyfriend, I 
translated the 
lyrics to Kenny 
G, and I tried to 
explain in Span-
ish why I wanted 
to do a third year 

in Nicaragua. I was asked, and then 
found I had already forgotten, how to 
say “amigo” in Bambara (the language 
in Mali). 

 In the past three months I have 
not been able to keep myself from 
comparing the two countries. Nica-
raguan food might not be the top of 

culinary adventures, 
but it’s pretty edible 
compared to what I ate in Mali. And if 
you really have problems with rice and 
beans, there is a wide variety of food 
options nearby to keep a PCV happy 
for a few weeks at least. I love dancing 
and I love most of the music here, even 
if it is repeated 20 times a day at ear 
shattering decibels. These are two dif-
ferences between Nicaragua and Mali 
that lead me to lean toward Nicaragua. 

However I think that is mostly due to two other factors. 
One, Nicaragua is better off than Mali, therefore there are 
more resources, less disease, and a general sense that 
projects completed here by a PCV could be continued by 

a Nicaraguan. The fact is that Mali 
was harder. The gap between 
where my projects as a Small 
Business Volunteer needed to 
be and where the Malians could 
contribute to the project was 
daunting.

 Two, Nicaragua seems 
much more comfortable to me, 
and I assume most Americans, 
due to its proximity to the United 
States, feel closer to home. The 
influence of American culture is 
amplified here because of the 
closeness. The food is similar 

Mali vs. Nicaragua: Comparing Cuisine, 
Music, and Influences

Caroline Nelson, SB Chinandega 

to the U.S., the 
customs are easy 
to understand, 
and the music is 
just a little more 
danceable than 
in Mali. The U.S. 
doesn’t seem that 
far away and with 
today’s global-
ization, it’s not. 
These similarities 
are great for us as 
foreigners living 
abroad, but it has 

taken away a lot of what could have been a unique cul-
ture. It has also instilled in Nicaraguans the idea they are 
poor. Nicaragua is not the richest country, but it is much 
better off than Mali. Nicaragua constantly compares itself 
to the U.S. in terms of wealth, and hence continues to 
find itself lacking. This leads to Nicaraguans being un-
happy with their lot in life and constantly aware of their 
poverty; in this sense, the Malians were rich. They were 
happy, for the most part, in their own country. As PCVs 
we can use this comparison as a motivation for improve-
ment. On the positive side, Nicaraguans are interested 
making improvements, something a country content 
with its current situation does not have: motivation. 

 Almost every PCV I have met was curious about 
the cultural differences, but also very interested in the 
differences in the Peace Corps staff. Overall the APCDs 
are under-appreciated. They work really hard for the 
PCVs and are implementing some pretty amazing large 
projects. There was nothing like the national LEC compe-
tition in Mali and being a part of that is really inspiring. 
When you are feeling like your work isn’t doing much, try 
to look at your sector goals again and see how it’s going 
to affect the whole country. If you don’t think it will, talk 
to your APCD, as I guarantee they’ll want to hear your 
opinions. 

 In the end I am really glad to be here and looking 
forward to learning more about the differences between 
Mali, Nicaragua and the United States. Viva Nicaragua!

I remember 
singing ‘Apple 
Bottom Jeans, 
Boots with the 

Fur’ to the kids.
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Peace Corps and The Poverty Lab: 
a reflection on Ian Parker’s Profile of Ester Duflo

 Jonathan Malacarne, SB Nueva Segovia

 If you are at all inclined toward questions of 
development economic policy, practice, or study, Ian 
Parker’s May 2010 profile of Ester Duflo and the Abdul 
Latif Jameel Poverty Action Lab in New Yorker holds 
sufficient conversational fodder for the entire year of 
2011 (find it on Sharepoint).  For academics it opens the 
door for a vivid debate about the strengths and weak-
nesses of using data from randomized control trials as 
opposed to large cross-sectional databases.  For the 
more politically inclined, the references to the William 
Easterly-Jeffery Sachs debate— local action with a focus 
on using policy to create the proper incentives for long 
term sustainable growth vs. a “big push” via increases in 
top-down international aid— are more than enough to 
occupy hours of give and take.  Even those who care little 
for economics or the politics surrounding development 
can easily enter into the debate on the ethics of “devel-
opment experiments” that involve human subjects and 
possibly withhold beneficial, even life-saving, interven-
tions from a fraction of their subjects.  I hope that many 
of those discussions take place over the coming months.  
Today, however, I find myself preoccupied with a phrase 
Ian Parker uses to describe Ester Duflo in the opening 
page of his article.  He writes, “this seems to be what fills 
Duflo’s head: the thought of doing good science, and 
the thought of doing good.”  While Peace Corps is not an 
academic organization, not really concerned with doing 
good science just for science’s sake, it is concerned with 
doing good and the two are far from unrelated.  

 Ester Duflo is, perhaps, more responsible for my 
presence in Nicaragua than anyone else.  I first heard her 
name and began following her work nearly four years 
ago as an undergraduate economics student.  I was just 
waking up to the idea of development as a field and, 
while it had begun to become clear I was  going to do 
a stint abroad, my Peace Corps service was not yet a 
sparkle behind my idealistic and ambitious young eyes.  
What caught my attention, what filled my head (to use 

Parker’s phrase), was the work of the Abdul Latif Jameel 
Poverty Action Lab (commonly known as J-PAL).  J-PAL 
is a development economic research center run out of 
MIT and focused on using randomized control trials to 
investigate various relationships among incentives, ac-
tions, and outcomes across the developing world.  Their 
reliance on and belief in this tool, as Parker points out, 
has earned them the moniker of  randomistas (pg 79).  
The beauty of randomized control studies to one con-
cerned with “doing good,” such as the governmental and 
non-governmental organizations that often partner with 
J-PAL in their work, is that many of them provide conclu-
sions that are immediately applicable in practice.  Parker 
points to a study in Kenya concerning the best price for 
insecticide treated bed nets (Cohen and Dupas, 2010) 
and Duflo’s own study on using photo attendance to 
influence teacher absenteeism in India (Duflo and Rema, 
2006).  Other  studies have looked at the influence of 
various commitment savings products on participants’ 
ability to reach savings goals (Ashraf and Karlan, 2005).  
Out of each study, a set of conclusions can be drawn that 
says, “in this study, in this place, we believe that this treat-
ment produced this outcome with this level of certainty.”  
The qualifications this place, this study, this level of cer-
tainty are extremely important to keep track of (and are 
one source of the first debate mentioned in the opening 
paragraph).  Even taking them into account, however, 
the results of such trials are extremely useful in guiding 
local development projects and policy. 

Peace Corps and the Randomistas

 While her role as an academic and professional 
inspiration played a significant role in my eventual arrival 
in Nicaragua, Duflo and J-PAL also played a much more 
tangible role in my decision to join the Peace Corps: they 
decided not to hire me... twice.  Contrary to leaving me 
with a sense of ill will, not securing a position with J-PAL 
sent me searching for the experience and training that 

 Living and working in Nicaragua is both reward-
ing and frustrating.  On rewarding days, it is easy to think 
about new project ideas and new ways to achieve old 
objectives.  When the mood turns frustrating, however, 
such innovation can be hard to come by.  In such times, 
two of the best resources available to PCVs are the ideas 
and experience of their fellow volunteers.  Even when 
things are going well, an active discussion between 
volunteers in different groups, different sectors, and in 
different parts of the country creates an energy and en-
thusiasm out of which come the type of ideas that drive 
forward the effectiveness and efficiency of our work here 
in Nicaragua.  

 One of the current priorities of the Guia com-
mittee is to facilitate a more robust discussion among 
volunteers on topics that can produce this type of ideas.  
Recently, Guía took a first step toward this goal by initiat-
ing the Guía Recommended Reading List, which includes  
a book, an article, and a podcast that can serve as a 
common point of departure for development-themed 
conversation and will be sent out every few months.  The 
first wave of recommended reading resources was sent 
in January and included the book Mountains Beyond 
Mountains, a New Yorker article profiling Ester Duflo and 
the Abdul Latif Jameel Poverty Action Lab, and a Hans 
Rosling discussion on world population growth.  With 
the resources now in the hands of volunteers around 
the country, the second step in the process is to begin 
the discussion.  As part of this effort, Va Pue is publishing 
responses to a few of the resources.  

 The hope of both Va Pue and Guía is that what is 
published in the pages below, concerning the Poverty 
Action Lab and Mountains Beyond Mountains, will not be 
the final word on either of these two thought provoking 
issues.  Those readers who find themselves interested 
in the points presented, defended, or denounced by 
the articles' authors are strongly encouraged to express 

their opinions, both in their conversations with other 
volunteers and in written form (though we hope we do 
not have space to publish all feedback we receive, we are 
committed to allowing the discussion to continue).  In 
much the same way, participation in the selection of the 
next wave of recommended resources is strongly encour-
aged.  It may be that in reading Tracy Kidder's description 
of Paul Farmer's work in Haiti, or Paul Nelson's analysis 
of it, a different book or article may come to the reader's 
mind.  Or, it may be that in Ester Duflo's experiences 
working in India the reader may find a parallel to his/her 
own projects.  By all means, share that information with 
your fellow volunteers!  

 While the books and articles recommended by 
Guía and discussed here are interesting in their own 
right, promoting a discussion surrounding them is not 
merely an effort to give volunteers one more thing to do.  
Nor is it solely to discuss the theory of economics and 
development or the politics of global aid.  Instead, the 
goal is to use information to drive action.  By becoming 
better informed about what is being said and done in the 
worldwide community of individuals and organizations 
interested in development, and by discussing the unique 
ways that this information can be applied here and now, 
we believe that Peace Corps can increase the efficiency, 
sustainability, and overall impact of the work it is doing 
here in Nicaragua.

Enjoy the discussion! 

You can find Ian Parker's profile of Ester Duflo in the PCV 
Corner on Sharepoint.
Hans Rosling's TED talk on population growth can be 
found at: http://www.ted.com/talks/hans_rosling_on_
global_population_growth.html

Welcome to Guía 
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know if this is going to work but we’re going to do it any-
way.”  The temptation to do so is great.  Everyone, myself 
included, likes to feel that they are progressing, that they 
have projects underway in which people are participat-
ing.  But in the absence of well founded justification for 
the outcomes those projects seek to achieve it becomes 
quite possible to do as much harm as good. 

Memory and Mechanism- A current weakness
 One way to combat the time constraint we find 
ourselves under as volunteers and to build upon our 
strengths, namely that we have a continuous presence 
in many different regions of the country, is to work to 
build a stronger institutional memory.  By compiling, 
in an accessible and well-organized format, a directory 
of what has been tried, what were the expected/actual 
outcomes, and why we think things played out as they 
did, new volunteers will be able to build on the work 
of past volunteers, hone expectations through project/
experiment repitition, and get a better idea of what 
works where and why.  One of the oft cited critiques 
of randomized control trials are that they need to be 
repeated in many settings to prove the robustness of 
their findings.  Another is that while, for a certain time 
or place, they may show what the expected result of a 
given intervention may be, they are not always strong 
on explaining why (See  Agnus Deaton’s Understanding 
the Mechanisms of Economic Development, one of the 
major critics of JPAL’s work cited in Parker’s profile, for a 
more in depth discussion on the topic).  Even the most 
hardcore randomistas would have a hard time swallow-
ing Parker’s assertion that “If at the end of the study, one 
group turns out to have change...then you can be certain 
that the change is a result of the treatment.” (pg. 2) While 
all of these critiques pile against the academic efficacy of 
systematic experimentation, we find ourselves well po-
sitioned to deal with both.  Our geographical dispersion 
allows us to repeat projects across the majority of the 
country with little difficulty.  Our understanding, both in-
dividual and collective, of the culture we inhabit helps us 
draw causal inference from observed results and, on top 
of that, we have no interest in drawing universal conclu-
sions (I am well aware that my project in Nueva Segovia 
may return different results if run in Masaya, let alone in 
another country on another continent). 

is necessary to follow their model of using good science 
to do good works.  I now find myself in just such a place.  
I also find myself convinced that the same tenets on 
which the Poverty Action Lab is founded can be applied 
to Peace Corps’ work here in Nicaragua in a way that may 
improve the efficiency and long run sustainability of its 
projects.  The relationship is not, of course, one-to-one.  
There are differences in the mission and resources of the 
two institutions that necessitate adaptation, however the 
fact remains that there are gains to be had from imple-
menting a more scientific approach to project planning.  
In the remainder of this article, I would like to look briefly 
at four points of interest with that in mind.

Time- our biggest challenge
 One of the biggest drawbacks to a more scientific 
approach to Peace Corps project planning is time.  The 
studies depicted in the article were designed, imple-
mented and evaluated over the course of years by teams 
of researchers across hundreds (even thousands) of 
individuals.  With the tour of the average volunteer be-
ing only two years, even a truncated timeline for study 
planning, data collection and analysis leaves little time 
for implementation on a wider scale should the “experi-
ment” provide guidance for a beneficial intervention.  
Rather than think in terms of full fledged experiments, 
the more relevant line of correction is to tend more 
towards what Duflo calls her one strongly-held opinion, 
“that one should evaluate things” (pg 86).  While the 
Peace Corps volunteer lacks the time to carefully evalu-
ate each and every project possibility with scientific rigor, 
neither do they truly have the time to undertake the 
type of experimenting Duflo describes, saying: “We don’t 

This seems to be what 
fills Duflo’s head: the 
thought of doing good 
science, and the thought 

of doing good.
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Intuition- our greatest advantage
 In the above debate it can be easy to become 
frustrated by the lack of a starting point.  How does one 
even decide what to evaluate?  Where does the initial 
push come from?  Here Peace Corps Volunteers share an 
important trait with the randomistas, a trait which sets 
them apart from many other groups seeking to achieve 
similar outcomes: they spend a lot of time on the ground.  
I did not even try to repress my smile reading Duflo 
describe the evolution of her own beliefs about and 
understanding of the way the poor live and think (see 
pages 4-5).  It made me think of some of the beliefs I held 
prior to coming to Nicaragua and at various stages in my 
service.  Her discussion of rationality, of the poor mak-
ing incredibly calculated decisions at times “because the 
cost of errors is much bigger” and missing “some huge 
elephant in the room” (pg 5) the next, hit especially close 
to home.  Above all the other lessons I’ve learned here 
in Nicaragua is this: I am never, ever entirely sure what is 
going to happen.  This only provides one more reason to 
evaluate potential projects prior to their full scale imple-
mentation.

Survey- A next step
 The logical next step in moving toward a more 
informed and systematic approach to project planning is 
to consolidate the resources available in a way that lets 
them be employed in support of Peace Corps Nicaragua’s 
current strengths.  Increasing our institutional memory 
as an organization will, at the very least, allow volunteers 
to survey the work that has already been attempted, or is 
currently being attempted, in an effort to better educate 
themselves when planning projects.  The work being 
done in the academic realm, including many of those 
referenced above, can also be of great use to Peace Corps 
Volunteers.  Dean Karlan’s work on savings behavior and 
commitment savings products, for example, is a must 
read for anyone involved in community banking.  Duflo’s 
own work on teacher absenteeism is sure to hold infor-
mation relevant to all sectors working in education, and 
the growing literature whether personal contribution 
leads to higher or lower use rates for a variety of prod-
ucts should be of great interest to all. 

 Whether we like it or not, as Duflo claimed in 
response to some of her critics, we find ourselves in the 
position where our projects, our experiments, are go-
ing to affect real people and real lives.  We live and work 
constantly seeking to positively impact the communities 
around us, to “do good”.  That process inevitably involves 
asking questions and generating results.  What we, as 
Peace Corps, can learn from the institutions that seek to 
do “good science” is that if we ask these questions and 
analyze the results more intentionally, we may just be 
able to do good a little more effectively.

Check out the J-PAL website (www.povertyactionlab.org)
and their partner institution Innovations for Poverty Action 
(www.poverty-action.org) for research assistant job oppor-
tunities.
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Are We Really F*****d if Paul is the Model?
Paul Nelson, SB Nueva Segovia

 
  Since 1970, there has been only one natural disas-
ter more lethal (when assessed by the number of fatali-
ties relative to the national population) than the earth-
quake that struck Nicaragua in 1972: the earthquake that 
struck Haiti last January, which was five times the killer.  
Even before the earthquake, 
however, Haiti was struggling.  In 
the Western Hemisphere its pov-
erty was second to none and its 
government was widely judged to 
be one of the most corrupt in the 
world.    Perhaps, then, it is need-
less to say that the state of public 
health leading up to the earth-
quake was also not good, though 
not for lack of effort on the part of 
many aid organizations.   
 One of the most effec-
tive has been Partners in Health, 
which runs a series of clinics and 
hospitals in Haiti’s Central Plateau 
region and was co-founded by an 
infectious diseases physician / an-
thropologist named Paul Farmer.  
In the 1990s, the journalist Tracy 
Kidder met Farmer while research-
ing an article in Haiti.  Over the 
next decade Kidder often ob-
served how Farmer applied his contrarian approach to 
public health policy in his work with patients.  
Kidder wrote about these experiences in Mountains 
Beyond Mountains: The Quest of Dr. Paul Farmer, a Man 
Who Would Cure the World, which is worth reading for 
more than just its poignant anecdotes.  The book review 
snippets that plaster the book cover find much to praise 
about these little stories, and rightly so, since Mountains 
Beyond Mountains really is bound to inspire and entertain 
and fill you with hope (according to People magazine).  
 As admiring as these reviews are, however, they 
still shortchange the book’s message by seeming to as-
sume that readers will only skim its pages and not pause 

to think about the policy implications of Farmer’s work 
or contemplate his views on how the developed world 
should aid poorer nations.  To shallowly read the book 
would be unfortunate, since in telling Farmer’s story and 
his encounters with disease, poverty, and death, Kidder 

deftly shares how Farmer allows 
public health policy to direct every-
thing he does.  
 In doing so, Kidder is at his most 
provocative. He portrays, in as gritty 
a picture as life allows, each side 
of a debate that rages whenever 
wealthy countries seek to aid their 
poorer brethren and ask this ques-
tion: what is the most effective way 
to fight a problem of global propor-
tions (e.g., poverty, malnutrition, 
the AIDS crisis) when its severity 
is distributed unevenly and our 
ammunition (e.g., money, skilled 
medical personnel, medicine, clean 
water) is limited?  And if death is a 
likely consequence of inaction, who 
do you help first: those at death’s 
door or those most likely to survive 
if treated?    
 On one hand you will find the 
“most good for the most people” 

approach (below, the “most good” approach), which 
measures success by achieving a given goal with as small 
an amount of resources as possible.  On the other hand 
you will find an approach that may best be summed up 
as “just do whatever is necessary to help the person in 
front of you,” and which sums up how Farmer approaches 
his work.  
 The “most good” approach constantly asks wheth-
er the money spent or resource used could be put to 
better use elsewhere; it demands constant justification 
for a given course of action.  To Farmer, this is repugnant 
insofar as it leads to policies that steer aid away from 
people who need help – even if they are in the waiting 

room and ready to receive treatment – because they 
happen to fit the profile of money wasted.  Some unfor-
tunates are disfavored because they have an especially 
rare, lethal, or expensive-to-cure disease, others because 
the clinic doubts they would stick to a lengthy treatment 
program or because the clinic thinks their infection, 
though treatable, is too advanced to warrant anything 
more than hospice-type care.  
 Whatever the case may be, the latter approach, 
Farmer’s approach, derives its power and energy for ac-
tion from a sort of moral indignation in the face of this 
human suffering.  For this approach, no more justifica-
tion is required for expenditure than that the beneficiary-
patient is suffering and ready for treatment.  Here, cost-
effectiveness is welcome, but not demanded if ensuring 
it would mean compromising the quality or scope of 
treatment merely because somebody, somewhere, could 
possibly derive from it more advantage.  
 A crude way to distinguish the two approaches 
is to say that with one, the aid worker blocks out every-
thing but the patient in the room and treats them as if 
they were the only one in the world (within reason); with 
the other approach, the aid worker may treat the patient 
too, but nevertheless can’t help but think of all the other 
people who are also suffering and wonder if any one of 
them is more deserving of treatment or expenditure of 
funds.  
 Farmer’s approach has led to both failure and suc-
cess.  In one case, a sick Haitian boy named John came in 
with swelling on his neck.  After a series of tests costing 
thousands of dollars, he was diagnosed with a rare form 
of cancer that, if caught early, gave John a fair chance 
of survival.  Even so, only a few hospitals in the U.S. – let 
alone Haiti – had the wherewithal to treat him effec-
tively, and the cost of stateside treatment would exceed 
$100,000.  The medevac alone would cost nearly $20,000.  
And yet for Farmer, the correctness of going forward with 
stateside treatment was beyond question: as expensive 
as it was (and despite the fact that, to pay for it, Partners 
in Health would have to beg for and scrape together 
money from unknown sources), the cost of not going 
forward would be John’s death.  
 On a Peruvian project, by contrast, Farmer and his 
colleagues were ultimately vindicated when their refusal 
to administer the normal treatment plan – endorsed by 

the WHO and mandated by the government – to pa-
tients suffering from a rare strain of tuberculosis, led to 
research that revealed how the treatment was actually 
killing some patients and laying the foundation for an 
even worse epidemic of drug-resistant TB.  Farmer’s rec-
ommendations turned out to be well-founded, despite 
being rejected out of hand as being contrary to accepted 
public policy and impractically expensive (the rare strain 
of TB was especially pernicious and only responded to 
an expensive combination of drugs administered over a 
long period of time).  They also led directly to wide-scale 
production of the necessary drugs, which slashed the 
prohibitively expensive cost of treatment by 90 percent.  
It all began with Farmer’s refusal to treat his Peruvian 
patients any differently from those in Boston.  All things 
considered, what initially was a waste of money, in the 
eyes of many, became cost-effective.  

 All of this is to say that Farmer is not one to 
compromise on his patients’ welfare for the sake of 
cost-efficiency at a global scale.  But as Kidder compel-
lingly relates, Farmer and his staff still seem preoccupied 
with countering the common criticism that while they 
prescribe expensive medicines and perform high-risk 
procedures on their Haitian patients, millions of people 
continue to suffer beyond the reach of any treatment.  
What about them? – says the nagging question.  This 
dialogue recurs so much because even as Farmer and his 
staff work on the ground, they remain quite cognizant of 
the global scope of the particular problems they combat 
in Haiti.  And consequently, they think constantly about 
the moral efficacy of individual treatment decisions.  
While they may tend to resolve their doubts in favor of 
the patient on the operating table, they still engage in a 
calculus that accounts for other unseen factors.  Unfortu-
nately, they themselves never seem confident that their 
answers will mollify critics, who simply (and persuasively) 
repeat the incontestable benefits of reaching many 

Thoughts on aid and development from Guía committee members.

...if death is a likely consequence 
of inaction, who do you help first: 

those at death’s door or those 
most likely to survive if treated?    
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people by conserving scarce resources.    
 Farmer’s way of accounting for this – the fact that 
his hospital is not the only one treating poor people with 
common diseases and that not every hospital can send 
patients to Boston for medical care when the need arises 
– is two-fold.  First, he points out that the “most good” 
approach is rarely as effective in practice as it promises in 
theory and, more importantly for Farmer, it rarely accom-
plishes its goal before more patients have died without 
treatment.  Consequently, he does not approach his daily 
work as if it were a battlefield in a fight for victory, which 
is how many aid programs that employ the “most good” 
approach conceive their mission (e.g., the eradication of 
TB or the elimination of poverty in 25 years).  Instead, he 
jettisons the win/lose paradigm entirely and approaches 
his work as if it were a battle on the march toward a “long 
defeat.”  
 On this march, Farmer works free from the burden 
of doing the impossible (winning) and consequently, is 
free from the temptation of redirecting resources toward 
patients most likely to survive (or  least expensive to 
treat) from those most likely to die (or most expensive to 
treat).  Since Farmer views this temptation as an inherent 
moral flaw of the “most good” approach, he is content to 
focus on his patients and problems within his immediate 
sphere of influence.  From a global perspective, Farmer’s 
impact may be inconsequential.  But in the Central Pla-
teau villages of Haiti, the opposite will be true.  
 Because Farmer recognizes the limits of what 
one man and a few followers can do, he shies away from 
saying how global problems ought to be addressed.  But 
he does emphasize that, how notwithstanding, “these 
things” – devoting as much resources to the treatment of 
the poor as the wealthy – “should be done!”  A Partners in 
Health staffer who is similarly mindful of such limitations 
is a bit blunter: “If Paul is the model, we’re fucked.”  What 
is clear is that while Farmer’s how is open to criticism, the 
moral basis of his what is beyond reproach.
 Nonetheless, Farmer’s successes prove that not 
everything he does is bound for defeat.  Perhaps if aid 
programs that employ the “most good” approach were 
more effective, Farmer’s successes might appear less 
convincing as evidence of his approach’s superiority.  But 
since the “most good” approach has its own shortcom-
ings (for evidence of this, read William Easterly), even 

Farmer’s small-scale successes present a persuasive argu-
ment in his favor.  
 Admittedly, Farmer’s projects’ success is never 
guaranteed.  But guarantees don’t exist for aid projects 
anyway, regardless of their methodology.  At least with 
his approach, however, there is as much a guarantee as 
there can be in the development context that you will 
at least help those few people whom you administer 
to directly.  Aid projects that employ the “most good” 
approach, on the other hand, can’t even do that, since 
their broadly-defined, large-scale goals tend to draw at-
tention away from the most needy to whoever will help 
the project fulfill its promises (typically made in terms of 
impersonal statistics).  As Jim Kim, a Partners in Health 
co-founder, says, “If you focus on individual patients, 
you can’t get sloppy.”  Or as Kim might say about foreign 
aid more broadly, if you force yourself to learn the nitty-
gritty details of each place you want help, you can’t (well, 
let’s be honest, are less likely to) subconsciously adopt 
generalized means in order to accomplish generalized 
ends.    
 Interestingly, I’ve seen two terms of endearment 
repeatedly used to describe Paul Farmer, this man of 
the West who views himself as a soldier – a martyr – in a 
fight of long defeat.  In the West, admirers and respectful 
detractors alike speak in awe of him as a “saint” – a man 
who has sacrificed much and fought hard for the poor 
despite insurmountable obstacles that all but guarantee 
that the global reach of his biological enemies will wipe 
out more people before he has a chance to serve them.   
 In short, Westerners see him as he sees himself.  
But to those whose world-reach barely extends beyond 
the countryside to the border – that is, to his patients in 
Haiti – he is a “god” – a man who has healed thousands of 
people of diseases that once meant death.  In short, he is 
a man of deep impact.
 Whatever it is that this signifies about Farmer, we 
at least can be sure he is a man of admirable action and 
achievement.  And perhaps, since the first anniversary 
of the Haiti earthquake has reminded us once again that 
big aid projects and even bigger aid commitments rarely 
come through as promised, that’s all we have a right to 
expect of him.   

Five copies of Mountains Beyond Mountains are in the office library.

 To be honest, I am writing this review without yet 
having read the book (completely, that is).  Yes, I know 
that flipping from cover-to-cover is a cardinal rule for 
arbiters of literary taste, but I am just so excited to say 
something about this amusing, chuckle-worthy guide 
that I can’t help but say that something now.  In fact, 
I even almost feel that you ought to stop reading this 
review and go read the book yourself at this very mo – 
no, wait, wait!  Before you do so, perhaps I should set a 
few things straight.  After all, you wouldn’t want to get 
burned, would you?  
 First, the title: it is not quite as honest as I am.  
While the book does indeed include things that an 
arsonist’s guide to writers’ homes in New England 
might contain, its thrust is in another direction entirely.  
Wonderful title notwithstanding, it is really the story of 
how Sam Pulsifer does something – accidentally – that 
changes his life.  In sharing that story (it is he himself 

who writes it), Pulsifer occasionally notes things that 
he intends to include in his arsonist’s guide to writers’ 
homes in New England.  
 In a word, the book is a memoir.  Certainly, that 
is how less trusting readers will view Pulsifer’s long tale 
of woe, populated as it is with Swedish getaway cars, 
overdue literary reassessments of Ethan Frome, and 
short-sighted decision-making.  But if you conclude as 
I did that Pulsifer’s diligent retelling of even the least 
flattering aspects of his story amounts to a stamp of 
credibility, you will view the book as nothing less than 
an autobiography, poignant but unflinching, merely 
masquerading as something as lowly as a memoir or 
guide book (take your pick).  And thank God, since, as 
Pulsifer himself is fully aware, it would be much more 
difficult to take seriously the wisdom in the book’s 
pages if it were no more than a memoir of a complain-
ing, tired man.  
 [45 minutes later – eds.]  Whew!  So I just plowed 
through the last 45 pages like a good reviewer, and let 
me tell you: the profoundness of Pulsifer’s story height-
ens as each page makes its one and final turn.  There 
is no letdown.  Not in insight.  Not even in end-of-the-
story plot twists (which are made even more powerful 
by the fact that this book, at least for me, is an autobi-
ography).  Speaking of autobiographies, it is only fair 
to note (or point out the obvious) that ultimately this 
book is more than just an amusing story of arsonists, 
would-be arsonists, and writers’ homes in New Eng-
land.  It is a looking-glass, should you choose to use it 
as such, in which you can see and ponder, of all things, 
your relationship with your mother and father.  
 So if you opted against reading Turgenev’s 
Fathers and Sons in favor of this book, because you 
thought that its decidedly non-familial title warranted 
against uncomfortable reunions and disorienting 
home redecoration, you are not in luck.  Instead, you 
are in for an extended bit of reflection on whether, tru-
ly, your mom loves you and your dad respects you.  But 
take heart, for the book acquits itself well and in good 
humor in this regard.  For you sticks in the mud, tough 
it out; Pulsifer’s family relations really only hit home 
(spectacularly) in the last 45 pages, so by and large, if 
you read up to then and no farther, you are home-free.  
The book is such good reading that even shorn of its 
climax it is worth it (reading, that is).      

Review by Paul Nelson
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Faulkner is at his best in Light in August, a novel in which 
he crafts characters who personify certain traits that 
define the 1930’s and creates a world using little detail 
which nonetheless paints an intricate picture. The story 
starts by following the steps of Lena Grove, a poor wom-
an, in search for her baby’s father.  As she reaches his last 
known whereabouts, we encounter Joe Christmas and 
delve into his background.  In the end, their stories have 
inadvertently intertwined and her journey continues.  
This journey takes us into the Deep South, where hospi-
tality and bigotry rule, as we view their lives from a cur-
rent perspective.  Intuitive and instinctive, Light in August 
is a great read that will shine a spotlight on both the best 
and worse of humanity.  If you happen to come across a 
copy, pick it up.

Taking us from Spain to the pyramids of Egypt, The 
Alchemist follows Santiago, a sheep herder, in search of a 
treasure that an elder king ensures is his personal des-
tiny.  Facing setbacks, including a year in Morocco and 
many months in a desert oasis waiting the end of a fight, 
Santiago encounters an alchemist who encourages him 
to continue following his personal destiny.  The story 
is quaint and predictable, and its message, although 
simple enough for a one-page explanation, is repeated 
throughout. Likewise the book becomes a painstakingly 
slow read as the reader waits for something else to be 
presented.  However, if you are looking to read in Span-
ish, this is recommended, as it is easy and uses basic 
grammar structure to help in the learning process.

Set in Sweden, TGWTDT centers on Lisbeth Salander, 
a very gifted, antisocial researcher with a set of morals 
unto herself.  Michel Blomkvist is an investigative report-
er whom after being accused of libel, steps away from 
his magazine and takes on writing the biography of an 
old executive. Soon, through star-crossed circumstances, 
Salander and Blomkvist are working together to solve 
a mystery that takes many disturbing twists and turns.  
Overall, the story is well outlined and complex, leav-
ing the reader guessing, which is essential for a thriller.  
However, it is apparent that Larsson’s background is in 
journalism, as his details are overwhelming and the ac-
tion gets lost, as the detail distracts from the central plot.  
Similarly there are many sidebars and tangential story 
lines that obscure the central themes of Nazi sentiments 
in Sweden during WWII and crimes against women.  An 
interesting read, TGWTDT is recommended for those 
rainy days that take over the winter months.

Blomkvist, after unraveling the mystery of the Varner 
family and clearing his ow name of libel, has become 
a well reknowned investigative journalist. When two 
of his close friends and counterparts, Dag Svensson 
and Mia Johansson, are murdered after investigating 
a sex trafficking ring, he jumps into action. Lisbeth Sa-
lander has a warrant issued against her for the murder 
of her guardian and Blomkvist’s friends. and is forced 
into hiding. Through computer hacking, she manages 
to keep tabs on the case and discover the culprits. 
The  media goes wild withthe story, portraying her 
as a sadistic S&M sex-craved lesbian. Blomkvist takes 
it upon himself to help Salander, whether or not she 
wants or feels she needs his help. As the story unfolds, 
Salander’s life and those of the actual murderers be-
come surprisingly intertwined resulting in tragedy for 
those involved.

Mary Miller, AG Chinandega Mary Miller, AG Chinandega
Mary Miller, AG Chinandega

Hazel Groce, HE Chinandega
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 The last of the three books opens with Blomkvist 
and Salander in the hospital. She has a bullet in her head 
and Blomkvist, armed with information, sets out to clear 
Salander’s name. She has been placed under arrest and 
is constantly guarded while recovering frm her wounds. 
Unbeknownst to Salander, her attempted assassin is 
recovering from his own woulds two doors down and is 
plotting to finish her off.
 The Section, a secret branch of a government in-
telligence agency called Sapo, has become highly inter-
ested in Salander’s case. It is their utmost priority that the 
truth behind her life remains classified. The release of this 
information could mean the end of the Section and it’s 
work and disaster for its members.
 As the trial investigation becomes more detailed, 
mysterious coordinated muggings result in important 
files begin stolen, and replaced by false evidence. He 
suspects wire tapping and hidden cameras have been 
planted in the offices of Millenium. He hires Milton Secu-
rity to help him support Salander, but their discoveries 
threaten Salader’s innocence in the case and the lives of 
her friends.

Hazel Groce, HE Chinandega

 Water for Elephants by Sara Gruen traces the life of 
vet school drop out Jacob Jankowski. After a family trag-
edy in the early 1900s, Jacob leaves school in search of 
a new life, where he serendipitously encounters a circus 
gravely in need of  professional help. He manages to land 
himself a job and joins the train and its adventures. 
 The second class circus is headed up by a shrewd 
and dishonest megalomaniacal called Uncle Al. Jacob 
has the misfortune of falling in love with Marlena, the 
wife of a paranoid schizophrenic animal trainer, who 
leads him in and out of trouble.
 The book flips between Jacob as an old man, 
sitting in a nursing home and watching the local cir-
cus from behind the glass window in the dining room, 
and his memories of adventures and tragedies from his 
younger years. The author painstakingly researched cir-
cus life in the early 1900s, which leads to a clear, honest, 
and vivd story that draws from actual events in history.

Hazel Groce, HE Chinandega

Mary Miller, AG Chinandega
 Billed as a memoir, James Frey’s A Million Little 
Pieces, was later found to be a work of complete fiction.  
However, that does not take away from the story itself, 
a grim, harsh look at life in rehab.  The story starts on an 
airplane where Frey wakes with a hole in his cheek and 
no recollection of how he got there. At the gate, he is 
greeted by his parents who convince him it is time for re-
hab.  As Frey checks into a facility in Minnesota, we begin 
a journey that details the recovery of an alcohol and drug 
addict from a very intimate point of view.  
 The details Frey uses to convey his ordeal are 
gruesome and leave the reader cringing. For example, he 
describes receiving a root canal without any anesthesia 
and pain killers. I picked up this book knowing nothing 
of the background and started reading it thinking it was 
indeed a memoir, a true account of one man’s struggle 
with his addiction.  When I was done, I felt raw and a 
little inhuman, as the accounts described in the book are 
horrible- Frey mentions an incident in which he beats 
a priest nearly to death while high because the priest 
tried to touch him inappropriately- and chilling.  Then, 
I learned of its history and the real story coming out 
that this was all a part of Frey’s fantasy world.  However, 
the story itself was wonderfully well-written and, after 
re-reading several sections, I realized the book was still 
very good.  Frey’s story is harsh and his style, with swear 
words thrown around like candy from a piñata, matches 
its intensity.   

Mary Miller, AG Chinandega

 The Reluctant Fundamentalist by Mohsin Hamid 
is a political thriller that doesn’t present itself as such 
until the last few pages of the book.   The story starts in 
Lahore, Pakistan, where a wandering American is ap-
proached by Changez, a Pakistani who feels a link with 
the man, as he had lived in America and speaks English.  
Changez takes the man to a nearby café and then relates 
his story of life in America, where he attended Princeton 
and then moved to New York City to work.  Shortly after 
moving to New York, the World Trade Center is attacked 
and Changez’s core beliefs are shaken by the new world 
views that follow the attacks. 
 Throughout the book, Changez is the only voice 
we are privy to; the dialogue of the American is under-
stood through Changez’s responses.  The story flows as 
any other young college graduate’s would (interviewing 
for jobs, vacationing one last time with friends) until the 
events of September 11th, when the story focuses on 
Changez’s inner fight over whether to continue his life 
in America or to support his family in Pakistan.   Hamid 
gives us a viewpoint of September 11th that is rarely 
addressed in mass media.  We are forced to see how the 
events affected innocent Muslims and how they were 
forced to hide their sentiments or face public persecu-
tion.  As Americans, we celebrate tolerance and diversity, 
but Hamid shows us just how hypocritical we were fol-
lowing the WTC attacks.  This is one of the best books I’ve 
read in a long time and, while his critical undertone of 
American society is hard to swallow, it is mind-opening 
and astonishing.20
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Welcome  
ENV 

& TEFL 54!
Name- Andrew James BoddySpargo
Where are you from? Friendship, Wisconsin. Well, tech-
nically I was born in Minneapolis, but after age 6 I grew 
up in Wisconsin. They’re pretty much the same state 
anyways. Except for the Packers. Curse you, Brett.
What were you doing before you joined Peace Corps?
Working a couple of part-time jobs after graduating in 
‘09. One in the Cinema and Media studies department 
at the college I graduated from, the other in a hoagie 
sandwich shop. What did we call it when we were run-
ning out of crackers for the soup? We were crack-a-lackin’. 
Oh yeah.
What do you anticipate to be your greatest chal-
lenge?
Continually chal-
lenging myself to 
do the best thing 
when there are a 
lot of incentives to 
take easy routes.
Funny anecdotes 
from training? I 
shout, towards a 
friend but across 
a crowded lounge 
of fellow trainees: 
‘I guess someone 
knows they’re 
gonna wake up 
and find a banana 
in their sack in the 
morning!’ Beat of 
silence. Hilarity ensues due to a poorly phrased inside 

reference made public. 
Biggest Spanish mistake? For about two and a half 
weeks, I greeted my host mom 
each morning with what I thought 
was the proper way to ask ‘how 
did you wake up this morning?’ 
One morning my sister walks in 
to the kitchen as I ask it and starts 
laughing really loud. Turns out I 
had mistakenly asked her ‘como 
le amanecio,’ which implies ‘How 
did HE wake you up this morn-
ing?’ I had been inquiring into the 
sexual habits of my host parents 
every day and when I turned to my 
mother in embarrassed outrage 
that she hadn’t corrected me, she 
looked pensive and said ‘You know, 
I ‘ve been meaning to say some-
thing.’
What do you hope to accomplish 
in your service? Oh, you know. 
Project goals. Them plus personal 
growth, deciding what I want to do 

next in my life and how I 
want to go about it. Mak-
ing a positive impact in 
my community, not just 
in the schools and with 
my counterparts, but 
with kids, community 
groups, my host family 
and random people I 
strike up conversations 
with. If I also come up 
with answers about how 
to combat Capitalism’s 
inherent contradictions 
without undermining its 
benefits and find some 
sort of universal justice 

or truth, that would be great too.

What is something you have done in Nicaragua that 
you never thought you would do? Eat rice and beans 

with my fingers. Not a very exciting example, but I 
thought chopsticks made me look awkward...
First impressions of Nicaragua? Underwear kinda sticks 
to the butt in this heat, but it could be worse. Hey my 
coworkers and PC staff are awesome. Hope I don’t get 
diarrhea. How can I get more of this refresco without 
seeming annoying (and without the aforementioned 
diarrhea)? How much is this beer that I am enjoying dur-
ing nonworking hours in a culturally appropriate context 
and in moderation? 20 cords? All right! 
What surprised you most about Nicaragua? The extent 
to which poor governance and weak institutions prevent 
improvements on the ground.
Consider dating a Nicaraguan? Sure, but not while I’m 
still dating someone back home, and I don’t see that 
changing.
What do you miss most from home? See previous 
question. Also, my little brothers.
Favorite Nica food so far? Gallo pinto. No, Platanos 

maduros fritos. Well, plus tajadas and queso frito and a 
fresco of calala. Maybe some nacatamales and enchi-

ladas. Ah, hell, 
pass it all on over 
(minus platanos 
verdes hervidos).

Name: Melissa 
Rose-McCully 
Where are you 
from? Falls 
Church, Virginia 
(little town about 
20 minutes out-
side of DC)
What were you 
doing before 
you joined Peace 
Corps? Teach-
ing pk, k, and 1st 
grade outdoor 
education in a 
public school
What do you 
anticipate to be 
your greatest 
challenge? Too 

many things to do and not enough time - it gets dark so 
early here!
Funny anecdotes from training? Another trainee and I 
were walking in the street with a large bulletin board.  As 
things were falling out of her hands, I asked her if I could 
old her ¨rain hat¨.  I just couldn´t think of the word um-
brella.
Biggest Spanish mistake? Chicha and chiche... NOT the 
same thing.
What do you hope to accomplish in your service?  I 
hope to make a significant difference in the life of at least 
one person.
What is something you have done in Nicaragua that 
you never thought you would do?  Receive gifts for 
saying the rossary!
First impressions of Nicaragua?  WOW!  Its beautiful!
What surprised you most about Nicaragua?  How 
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friendly everyone is - even those who you are meeting 
for the first time.
Consider dating a Nicaraguan? Not today, but who 
knows what the future holds!
What do you miss most from home? Room tempera-
ture fruit!
Favorite Nica food so far? Gallo Pinto!

Name- Jessica D’Itri
Where are you from? Rocky Face, Georgia
What were you doing before you joined Peace Corps? 
Teaching English in South Korea
What do you anticipate to be your greatest chal-
lenge? Right now, I’m just fretting about how to find a 
bed for my new house. 
Biggest Spanish mistake? I was asking my family about 
their Christmas celebration last year, and I’d heard they 
had slaughtered a pig. My host father thought I said, 
“Mataron a un muchacho?” instead of “Mataron a un 
chancho?” I’m getting better about enunciating.
What do you hope to accomplish in your service? I 
hope to come to love a parade as much as this country.
What is something you have done in Nicaragua that 
you never thought you would do? I harvested and en-
joyed coffee from my host family’s coffee plant.

What surprised you most about Nicaragua? I’m sur-
prised by how different each part of Nicaragua is. 
Consider dating a Nicaraguan? Depends on his hand-
someness and charm.
What do you miss most from home? Ramen and beer
Favorite Nica food so far? Nacatamales with lots of 

garlic

Name- Justin Bleiler
Where are you from? Allentown, Pennsylvania
What were you doing before you joined Peace Corps? 
I was a student at the University of Delaware
What do you anticipate to be your greatest chal-
lenge? Doing things that will be sustainable and will be 
able to be carried out after I leave.
Funny anecdotes from training? One time the trainees 
in my town and some host family members went to a 
national park, we drove on a dirt road with tons of holes 
and massive puddles for about 7 kilometers in a mo-
totaxi with 7 people in it.
What do you hope to accomplish in your service? I 
would like to make great friends and learn as much as I 
can from this culture.  Also, I would like to improve the 
environmental conditions in my site with the help of 
others.  Specifically, I hope to help change the unsus-
tainable farming practices of the large peanut compa-
nies that use the land surrounding my community.
What is something you have done in Nicaragua that 
you never thought you would do? Eat cow udder
First impressions of Nicaragua? The drive from the 
airport was a little intimidating because the part of Ma-
nagua we drove through was pretty poor but I was very 
pleasantly surprised with the country and really love it 
here.
What surprised you most about Nicaragua? The unbe-
lievable history it has and the fact that I knew very little 
about it before coming.
Consider dating a Nicaraguan? Yeah
What do you miss most from home? Cereal and cold 
milk
Favorite Nica food so far? Panqueques

Name- William Poling
 Where are you from? Minneapolis, Minnesota
What were you doing before you joined Peace Corps? 
Working with a drop-out prevention program in Minne-
apolis.
What do you anticipate to be your greatest chal-
lenge? Stressing too much about how fast and how 
much of an impact I’m making in site.

 Funny anecdotes from training? I dressed up as a mo-
totaxi for Halloween.  
What do you hope to accomplish in your service?  I 
hope to build strong relationships in my primary as-
signments (Horatio Hodgsen high school and Bluefields 
Indian & Caribbean University).  I’d like to pool together 
the community resources that already exist to build a 

stronger network of English teachers.  I’d also like to get 
some secondary projects going; I’m interested in youth 
work and men’s work to address some of the issues that 
often times go unacknowledged.
What is something you have done in Nicaragua that 
you never thought you would do?  Walk by a man in 
Managua holding up a bottle of honey in one hand and a 
puppy in the other, hoping to sell either one.
First impressions of Nicaragua?  People are passionate 
and hold good conversations.  The land is beautiful, di-
verse, and untamed.  I don’t know if I’ll ever like Managua 
though.
What surprised you most about Nicaragua?  Even 
though it’s my site, Bluefields continues to amaze me.  
The range of populations and culture on the Atlantic 
Coast is deep and, for the most part, poorly represented 
on the Pacific side.

Consider dating a Nicaraguan?  Yes, please.
What do you miss most from home?  The familiarity 
and comfort of being able to lay down on the couch and 
have a deep conversation without feeling the need to be 
careful with one’s words.
 Favorite Nica food so far? Bao, Indio Viejo, Cajeta de 
Tamarindo, y Lobster Ron Don

Name- Natalie Cross
Where are you from? Min-
neapolis, MN
What were you doing 
before you joined Peace 
Corps? Graduate school 
at the University of Minne-
apolis, Twin Cities
What do you anticipate 
to be your greatest chal-
lenge? I knew being away 
from friends and family for 
so long would be a great 
challenge, but I also look 
forward to continually 
building new relationships 
with fellow volunteers and 
Nicaraguans.
What do you hope to ac-
complish in your service? 

I hope to forge meaningful, lasting relationships with 
members of my community; that my work here will be 
an ‘intercambio’ of experience, knowledge, and cultural 
values and traditions. 
First impressions of Nicaragua? I was struck by the ab-
solute beauty of this country and the warmth and gener-
osity of it’s people. 
What surprised you most about Nicaragua? It contin-
ues to surprise and impress me the 
Consider dating a Nicaraguan? Como no!
What do you miss most from home? Independence and 
anonymity....and crunchy peanut butter!
Favorite Nica food so far? You really can’t beat frijoles 
with a warm tortilla

What did we call it 
when we were 

running out of crack-
ers for the soup? We 
were crack-a-lackin’. 

Oh yeah.
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Exit Interviews: 
Goodbye AG & 

ENV 48!
Name: Wesley Meier 
Site: San José, León
Nicknames: Wesito
Favorite Nica Dicho-Hay más tiempo que vida!
Number of Nicas kissed: 0
What did you miss most from home? Carpet
What did you do during your service? Built technology
Favorite Nica food or drink? Gallo pinto con huevos y 
café
Your PC Nicaragua theme song? Apple bottom jeans.....
boots with the fur- 
thanks to Roger!
When were you at 
your most Nica? 1 1/2 
years in
Favorite thing about 
your site? Beautiful 
sunset and super nice 
peeps
Best memory? Sunsets 
on the beach!
Most embarrass-
ing moment? Not 
speaking Spanish for 
6 months and getting 
laughed at for just say-
ing ‘Yes’ (the easy out) 
to some pretty crazy 
questions.
How many times did 
you have to poop in 
a cup? Once during 
service
Best place to be vago? On top of a volcano.
Best piropo? “Don’t leave”
Craziest bus story? During the hurricane rains...the last 

bus was too full so I had to go up top...drove ten minutes 
and got a flat tire...then the jack didn’t work(all while I 
was still up top soaking up the rain) got it fixed...drove 
ten more minutes and the tire was still loose-refixed it...
bus was so far behind schedule it wouldn’t stop for my 
stop so I had to lower myself off the side (cobrador style) 
of the bus and jump off in motion while they threw me 
my soaking wet bag!
What you´ll miss the most? The chill lifestyle
Best care package item? Roll of drip tape!!
Advice on dating a Nica? Ha
Break any PC rules? Rules.....I thought they were just 
regulations
Ever wanted to ET? The first couple of months were 
pretty rough.
Would you do it all over again? I’ve had my thrill, and 
now on to the next adventure.
Gained or lost weight? Lost
Biggest challenge? Transfering technical information 

to rural farmers.
Advice to remaining volunteers? 
Make it the time of your lives.
Regrets? No way
Where we can find you in 10 years? In 
Colorado amongst the wilderness!
Parting words? Tis’ la vida!!

Name: Carolyn Smalkowski
Site: Matiguas, Matagalpa
Nicknames: Carolina, Caro, Profe, grin-
gita mi amor
Favorite Nica Dicho- un cachimbo, 
fachenta
What did you miss most from home? 
ethnic food
What did you do during your service? 
Planted trees and gardened in elemen-
tary schools and in the community, held 
environmental awareness campaigns
Favorite Nica food or drink? Gallo 
pinto....never gets old.
Your PC Nicaragua theme song? Cual 

Foco
When were you at your most Nica? When I had visitors 
from the States

Favorite thing about your site? A river with a beautiful 
waterfall in the mountains called “Agua Fria”
Best memory? (The few times) being vaga during train-
ing
Most embarrassing moment? Falling into the gray wa-
ter on the street in front of all my neighbors

Part of your body or health that will never be the 
same? My sanity
Best place to be vago? Boaco...ha...just kidding.
Craziest bus story? One of the cutest stories was sitting 
next to a man with a baby pig wrapped in a saco hang-
ing out the window
What you´ll miss the most? My Nica boyfriend and my 
host family from training
Best care package item? A brand new pair of Calvin 
Klein jeans that fit perfectly
Advice on dating a Nica? I believe I’ve seen this written 
before in an exit interview but it needs to be reitterated: 
don’t date a Nica unless you plan on marrying him.
Ever wanted to ET? Not seriously
Would you do it all over again? I think 2 years were 
enough
Biggest challenge? Limited contact with family and 
friends

Advice to remaining volunteers? Hang in there
Regrets? Not making it to the Atlantic Coast
Where we can find you in 10 years? Maybe working on 
my PhD living on the west coast
Parting words? Nica 48 we made it!

Name: Lindsay 
Jenson
Site: El Terrero III, 
León
Nicknames: 
Linsita, Dancy, 
Nancy, Wendy 
(according to 
Nicas who can´t 
pronounce my 
name, ha!)
Favorite Nica 
Dicho- ¡Que 
barbaridad!
What did you 
miss most from 
home? Soft 
sofas, enjoying 
hot chocolate, 
hot showers and 
being clean.

What did you do during your service? Built ovens, 
stoves. Reforested the schools and around our basketball 
court with a youth group. Painted a World Map with 30 
elementary students. Facilitated food processing work-
shops, new volunteer trainings. Created a World Map 
activities manual for teachers. Met wonderful people I 
will never forget!
Favorite Nica food or drink? Cacao is the most delicious 
fresco EVER!
Your PC Nicaragua theme song? Yo no se manaña, Luis 
Enrique.
When were you at your most Nica? 1 year in service.
Favorite thing about your site? The amazing people 
that I had the opportunity to live and work with.
Best memory? I don´t know if this is my best memory, 
but one I won´t ever forget. Passing out right outside of 
a high school and having to spend an entire day at the 
hospital with an IV in my hand.
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Worst memory? Getting robbed in Managua outside of 
Las Galerias by five teenage boys at 10:30 in the morning.
Best place to be vago? León.
What you´ll miss the most? All my unforgettable volun-
teer friends!
Best care package item? Dove Chocolate and Peanut 
Butter.
Advice on dating a Nica? Not a good idea for me. Too 
much chisme!
Advice to remaining volunteers? It may seem like two 
years is a 
long time, 
but looking 
back now I 
can´t believe 
how fast it 
flew by. You 
might have 
a couple re-
ally horrible, 
depress-
ing days, 
but you 
will make 
it through 
those days. 
Once you 
are finally at 
the end of 
your ser-
vice, getting 
ready to ring 
that bell, 
you will look 
back and only remember those good days and think, 
wow where did the time go?
Regrets? My only regret is not living with my host fam-
ily for the entire two years. In retrospect, I wish I would 
have.
Where we can find you in 10 years? Yo no se mañana, 
yo no se mañana. Si estaremos juntos, si se acaba el 
mundo. Yo no se si soy para ti, si seras para mi. Si llegue-
mos a amarnos o odioarnos. Yo no se mañana, yo no se 
mañana. Quien va a estar aqui.
Parting words? ¡Hay más tiempo que vida, disfrutela 
como nunca!

Name  Olenka Langen
Site: Isreal, Villanueva, Chinandega aka Tierra Sagrada 
(holy land)
Favorite Nica Dicho-  Asi es la vida
What did you miss most from home?: Triple Chocolate 
brownies and Chai tea lattes
What did you do during your service?: World map, 
trash crocheting group, teach in school, enviromental 
day game day, HIV/AIDS pool tournment, and craft youth 
group.

Favorite 
Nica food 
or drink?: 
Banano con 
leche batido
Your PC Nica-
ragua theme 
song? : La 
cucaracha (I 
taught all the 
kids)
When were 
you at your 
most Nica? 
September 
2010
Favorite 
thing about 
your site? : 
It’s the Holy 
Land
Best memo-
ry?: Relaxing 
in hammocks 

everywhere
Worst memory? : Getting thrown up on when the micro 
ride just started.
Most embarrassing moment?: Falling out of a ham-
mock.  
How many times did you have to poop in a cup? : less 
then 10
Best place to be vago? : Ometepe Island
Best piropo? :  The one where the kid push the other kid 
for piropoing at me.  Smart kid, he understood.

 “Si el VIH/SIDA queremos evitar, todo el Cuerpo 
de Paz debe involucrar.”  This is the new slogan of the 
HIV/AIDS Task Force, which met recently to create a plan 
on how to increase cross-sectoral awareness and involve-
ment in HIV/AIDS-related projects during 2011. One of 
the task force’s goals is to promote the use of VAST funds 
among volunteers (definitely no pun intended). Volun-
teers from any sector may apply for VAST funds to aid in 
community-based projects related to HIV/AIDS (again, 
no pun). Each VAST project must obtain 25% of the total 
funds from community contributions. Volunteers can re-
quest a maximum of $1,000 per project, which is a larger 
amount than in previous years. 
 Every volunteer is capable of promoting HIV/AIDS 
awareness. Take a minute to think about how you could 
incorporate a VAST project into your service. Projects are 
varied and can be as simple or intensive as you like; play 
to your strengths as a volunteer. You might give charlas 
on awareness and prevention to at-risk populations or 
organize an HIV/AIDS feria for anyone in your communi-
ty. If there is a counseling center or health center in your 
town that needs better infrastructure, you might design 
a project to improve that building. Many VAST projects 
focus on reducing the stigma of HIV/AIDS or on improv-
ing access to training and materials for local NGOs. 
 If you are interested in applying for VAST fund-
ing, first identify opportunities in your community and 
coordinate with an institution or group that will play an 
integral role in your project. Next, plan and design the 
activity with the help of your community and write the 
proposal. You may want to share your idea with your 
APCD for his or her support. After you submit your VAST 
proposal to pgarcia@ni.peacecorps.gov, mvillagra@
ni.peacecorps.gov, or ahodgson@ni.peacecorps.gov, 
it takes 4 weeks to process the request in Washington. 
If your proposal is approved, Peace Corps deposits the 
requested funds in your Nicaraguan bank account. Click 
the heath tab on Sharepoint for more VAST applications 
and more details.
 The HIV/AIDS Task Force is comprised of volun-
teers from every sector and hopes to be a more active 
presence and useful resource for volunteers. We believe 

that each volunteer has an important skill set to offer and 
a unique role to play in his or her community in the fight 
against HIV/AIDS. So start thinking big and planning with 
your community. We look forward to working with you in 
the new year!

How will you fight HIV/
AIDS in your community?

Allison James, TEFL Boaco

Thank You, Sarge
Sargent Shriver, the first Peace Corps director, died on 
January 18, 2011.  He was 95 
years old.  Shriver was diag-
nosed with Alzheimer’s disease 
in 2003 and his health had dete-
riorated in the years leading to 
his death.  The funeral was held 
January 22, 2011, at Centerville 
Cemetery in Maryland, where 
his late wife, Eunice Kennedy 
Shriver, is buried.

In response to his death, Aaron S. Williams, the current 
Peace Corps director, said in a statement, "The entire 
Peace Corps community is deeply saddened by the 
passing of Sargent Shriver." He further noted that Shriver 
"served as our founder, friend, and guiding light for the 
past 50 years" and that "his legacy of idealism will live 
on in the work of current and future Peace Corps volun-
teers."

While serving in the Kennedy and Johnson administra-
tions, he helped establish Head Start and Job Corps, 
and later was U.S. Ambassador to France. He also helped 
his wife run the Special Olympics, an organization she 
founded to allow disabled people to participate in 
sports.  

A family statement said, "He lived to make the world 
a more joyful, faithful, and compassionate place.  He 
worked on stages both large and small, but in the end, 
he will be best known for his love of others. No one ever 
came into his presence without feeling his passion and 
his enthusiasm for them."
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Peace Corps Celebrates 50 Years
Erin Anthony, ENV Chinandega

 This year we, as Peace Corps Volunteers, are cel-
ebrating 50 years. 50 years of trials, successes, hardships 
and achievements. 50 years of people that have kept 
the commitment alive. This year we celebrate the over 
200,000 volunteers who have served in over 130 coun-
tries during the past half-century.
 The mission of the Peace Corps is simple: to equip 
developing countries with trained people, to promote 
a better understanding of Americans and their culture, 
and to encourage among Americans the appreciation 
for developing nations. In pursuing this mission, volun-
teers have advanced global knowledge and spread amity 
around the world. This mission has been accomplished 
by a diverse group of Americans, considering that volun-
teers range from age 18 to 86 and are represented from 
all 50 states.
 As we celebrate this year, it’s important to re-
member where we’ve come from.  To this end, we have 
put together a few highlights of events that show the 
progression from the inspiration of Peace Corps to the 
present.

Peace Corps Highlights:

In an unplanned campaign speech at 2 a.m. on  •	
October 14, 1960, then Senator John F. Kennedy ad-
dressed approximately 5,000 students at the Uni-
versity of Michigan. He called them “to serve their 
country in the cause of peace by living and working 
in developing countries.”  He said: 

 “How many of you who are going to be doctors  
 are willing to spend your days in Ghana? Tech 
 nicians or engineers…how many of you are  
 willing to work in the Foreign Service and spend  
 your lives traveling around the world? On your  
 willingness to do that, not merely to serve 
 one year or two years in the service, but on
  your willingness to contribute out of your
  life to this country, I think will depend the 
 answer…I think Americans are willing to 
 contribute, but the effort must be far greater 

 than we’ve ever made in the past. That’s 
 why I’m delighted to come to Michigan, 
 to this university, because unless we have
  those resources in this school, unless you 
 comprehend the nature of what is being 
 asked of you, this country can’t possibly 
 move through the next ten years in a period 
 of relative strength. I…come here tonight to 
 ask you to join in the effort. This university 
 is not maintained by its alumni, by the state, 
 merely to help these graduates have an 
 economic advantage in the life struggle. There
  is certainly a greater purpose, and I’m sure you 
 recognize it, and therefore I do not lament 
 asking for your support in this campaign. 
 I come here tonight asking for your support 
 for this country over the next decade.” 

On March 1st, 1961, soon after his inauguration, •	
President Kennedy signed executive order 10924, 
effectively creating Peace Corps on a pilot basis. He 
said, “Peace Corps will be a pool of trained men and 
women sent overseas by the United States govern-
ment…to help foreign countries meet their urgent 
needs for skilled manpower…It will not be easy. 
None of the men and women will be paid a salary. 
They will live at the level of citizens of the country 
which they are sent to, doing the same work, eating 
the same food, speaking the same 
language…I am hopeful that it will 
be a source of satisfaction to Ameri-
cans and a contribution to world 
peace.” 
On August 30, 1961, the first group •	
of 51 volunteers arrived in Ghana to 
be teachers. By June 1966, more that 
15,000 Peace Corps volunteers were 
serving in the field, the largest num-
ber of volunteers in history to serve 
simultaneously. The organization had 
grown and become so well-known 

that Norman 
Rockwell traveled 
to Ethiopia on 
assignment from 
Look magazine 
and featured the 
picture to the 
right in his article, 
“The Peace Corps 
(J.F.K.’s Bold Lega-
cy).”
In January 1983, •	
the Small Project 
Assistance (SPA) 
program was 
established. Since then, the SPA program has sup-
ported small, community-initiated grants and has 
facilitated technical assistance and training activities. 
Today, SPA funds activities in over 40 Peace Corps 
posts.
On August 16, 1985, the movie “Volunteers” pre-•	
miered, starring Tom Hanks, Rita Wilson and John 
Candy as fictional Peace Corps Volunteers in South-
east Asia. Peace Corps has been mentioned in pop 
culture ever since the 1960s. Some highlights include, 
the “Pink Panther” (1963), “Animal House” (1978), “Air-
plane!” (1980), “Dirty Dancing” (1987), “Mr. and Mrs. 
Smith” (2005), “The Simpsons” and “Family Guy.”
As of September 1985, more women than men have •	
started to enter the agency. This is a trend that has 
continued until today.
In December 1995, Peace Corps sent three volunteers •	
to Antigua to rebuild homes damaged by Hurricane 

Luis. This pilot program, 
originally known as Crisis 
Corps, is now called 
Peace Corps Response. 
The program provides 
short-term humanitar-
ian service to countries 
worldwide. Then, in 
September 2005, vol-
unteers were deployed 
domestically for the first 
time when Peace Corps  

Response assisted the Federal Emergency Manage-
ment Agency’s relief operations in the Gulf Coast 
region following Hurricanes Katrina and Rita.

Remembering where we as volunteers have come from is 
an important step in celebrating the past and preparing 
ourselves for the next 50 years. There are several reasons 
to celebrate this milestone. One of Peace Corps’ goals is 
to “utilize the 50th anniversary as a platform to support 
the agency’s mission and legacy by honoring our past, 
demonstrating our effectiveness, and inspiring the next 
generation of Volunteers through education and en-
gagement.” One of the memorials set to appear this year 

includes an exhibit 
at the Smithsonian’s 
National Museum 
of American His-
tory. Peace Corps 
is working with the 
museum to conduct 
an artifact search in 
an effort to create 
a permanent Peace 
Corps collection. 
To learn more and 
receive submission 
guidelines, email 
50thanniversary@
peacecorps.gov. 
 In March 2011, Peace 
Corps Month will 
be officially instated 

and commemorate the signing of the executive order 
that created Peace Corps. Then, in May 2011, the Lil-
lian Carter award will recognize an outstanding older 
returned Peace Corps Volunteer at the Carter Center in 
Atlanta, Georgia. For more information about the awards, 
visit peacecorps.gov/lilliancarter. Additionally, in Sep-
tember 2011, Peace Corps will honor the departure of 
the first group of Volunteers to Ghana and Tanganyika 
(Tanzania) and passage of the historic Congressional au-
thorization of the Peace Corps in September 1961. Peace 
Corps and the National Peace Corps Association will host 
a weekend of 50th Anniversary efforts in Washington, 
D.C. Additional details will be made available in early 
2011.
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Political turmoil in Ivory Coast and Albania, North Kore-
and South Korea tensions, Congress voting for or against 
key bills are only a few of the hot topics on newstands. 
Since the last issue, these are the newsmakers and shak-
ers:

Congress has extended Bush-era income tax cuts that 
were set to expire in December for another two years.  
This move counters the “pay-as-you-go” law that Obama 
enacted in February of 2010, meaning that funds used to 
offset this tax cut are not covered in the current budget 
deficit.  Unemployment benefits have also been extend-
ed for an additional 13 months.

The Estate Tax has been extended through 2012, an-
gering several house Democrats.  There were changes 
to the previous bill that will increase the exemption to 
$5,000,000 and the interest rate on estates greater than 
$5,000,000 will be reduced to 35% from 55%.   

A study showing climate model projections recently 
warned that the earth’s temperature will rise four de-
grees Celsius in the 21st century.  At the same time, the 

UK’s Met Office Had-
ley Center, a leading 
climate research cen-
ter, claims that man-
made warming has 
increased, stating 
that “a clear increase 
in air temperature 
observed above 
both the land and 
sea…are all consis-
tent with increasing 
greenhouse gases.”

The Abbey Road 
crossing, made famous by the Beatle’s album cover of 
the same name, has been declared a historic landmark in 
Great Britain.

On December 24, 
NATO caught a man 
accused of ‘arms 
smuggling’ from 
Iran to the Taliban 
in Afghanistan.  
This comes as Iran 
faces accusations 
of aiding Taliban 
insurgents through 
funding and am-
munition.  

Within weeks after North Korea attacked a South Korean 
island in the Yellow Sea, killing two civilians and two 
military personnel in what UN Secretary-General Ban 
Ki-moon called “one of the gravest incidents since the 
end of the Korean War,” faxes were sent from North Korea 
to companies in South Korea that added to the ongoing 
propaganda war.  The faxes claimed that South Korea 
was at fault for the attacks on November 23 and that 
groups in the South should take up arms and join North 
Korea in the fight.

On December 20, the Iraqi parliament voted to ap-
prove the second term of the prime minister, ending 
ten months of political uncertainty of turmoil following 
inconclusive elections in March. Several cabinet mem-
bers were also approved, showing a “clear rejection” of 
sectarian extremism, according to U.S. President Barack 
Obama.

With President Hugo Chavez’s backing, Venezuelan legis-
lature enacted a new media law that critics claim is an at-
tempt to silence the opposition.  The new law states that 
the use of telecommunications networks, including the 
internet, is a public service, allowing for greater govern-
ment regulation.   

In 2011, Chernobyl will open for tourists 25 years after 
the nuclear disaster.  The Ukrainian government has 

Mary Miller, AG Chinandega
done extensive research to show that the area is safe for 
visitors.  Those coming to Chernobyl will be able to visit 
the 30-kilometer “Exclusion Zone” around Reactor No. 4, 
which exploded in 1986.

The UN Security Council voted to send additional troops 
to the Ivory Coast, increasing the total to 11,000 due 
to heightened fears of bloodshed.  Political tensions 

reached a fever pitch 
in the country after 
elections earlier in the 
year when self-pro-
claimed President Lau-
rent Gbagbo refused 
talks with President-
elect Alassane Ouat-
tara, who is now under 
UN protection.  

On January 8, U.S. Rep-
resentative Gabrielle Giffords was shot in the face by 
a young man who went on a shooting rampage at an 
event hosted by the Congresswoman in a Tucson grocery 
store parking lot, killing six and injuring 12 others.  Gif-
fords survived the shooting and is being moved from the 
hospital to a rehab center in Houston to begin treatment 
by the end of January.  

During the lame-duck session, 
the Senate voted against the 
DREAM Act (Development, 
Relief, and Education for Alien 
Minors) which would have al-
lowed illegal immigrants under 
the age of 16 to earn U.S. citizen-
ship through either service in 
the military or registration in a 
secondary educational institu-
tion.

UN Secretary General Ban Ki-moon

Federal agents arresting one of more than 100 suspected mobsters

The Beatles Abbey Road
 Album Cover

The threat of Islamic extremist kidnappings of Western-
ers in Niger forced the Peace Corps to evacuate its volun-
teers in Niger to Morocco indefinitely.  The fundamental-
ist group al-Qaida in the Islamic sector of Maghreb claims 
responsibility for the kidnapping of at least two French 
citizens in January, who were later found dead.

On January 20, 2010, the FBI, in one of the largest single-
day operations of its history, arrested 127 people alleg-
edly involved in the Mafia in Italy, New York, New Jersey, 
and Rhode Island.  The main target was the La Costa 
Nostra crime network, made up of five prominent New 
York families.

Three anti-government protestors were shot dead 
and 23 were injured by police as a crowd of more than 
250,000 people gathered in Albania outside the office of 
the prime minister.  The opposition Socialist Party was 
present to implore Prime Minister Sali Berisha to resign 
due to allegations of corruption and frad related to the 
June 2009 election.

Iran’s top nuclear negotiator, Saeed Jalili, met January 21, 
2010, for the second time in two months with represen-
tatives of what’s known as the “P5 plus 1,” the five perma-
nent members of the United Nations Security Council -- 

the United States, France, 
Russia, China, and Britain 
-- plus Germany. Iranian 
officials stated that they 
refused to discuss the sus-
pension of Iran’s uranium 
enrichment program.

 

Laurent Gbagbo
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Chinandega: The 
Land of Oranges

Craig Bross, HE Chinandega
Chinandega is the department on the West Coast 
that shares a border with Honduras and has lots of 
beautiful beaches along the Pacific Coast. From the 
main bus terminal in Chinandega (called Bisne), one 
can find buses all day (from 4 a.m. to 6 p.m.) to the 
Managua’s Israel Lewites terminal for 60 Córdoba on 
micros or 52 Córdoba on ordinarios. The trip takes 
about 2 ½ hours, but you can pass it watching all the 
volcanoes float past above the fields of caña.  Chinan-
dega is home to the Ingenio de San Antonio, better 
known as the place where everyone’s favorite rum, 
Flor de Caña, is born. Sadly, the brewery does not 
offer free tours or samples of Flor de Caña. However, 
the stadium in Chichigalpa, a city about 20 minutes 
south of the capital city, was built by the brewery and 
it has been rumored that they give shots out during 
the seventh inning stretch. 
 Although there are many hospedajes and 
hotels in town, the best place to stay for less than 200 
Córdoba a night is Hotel California which is located 
2 ½ blocks south from Las Tejitas (a good place to 
eat). The owner has been known to bargain, so try 
and work her down from the first offer. One of the 
popular, free attractions in Chinandega is the Cen-
tral Parque de Santa Ana, and it offers great people 
watching opportunities by day or night. You can 
feed your junk food kick at any of the kiosks around 
the edge of the park, but the smart volunteers go 
for the good stuff: shawarma. Something everyone 
should eat when they come to Chinandega is a deli-
cious chicken shawarma wrap made in the park. 
Look for the rotating wheel of chicken meat on the 
corner across the street from the cancha. Also, don’t 
be fooled by the burgers that are sold in the park; the 
place to find a real burger in Chinandega is called 
Sport Burger and is a ½  block east of the Radio 
Shack. There you can get a double-decker monstros-
ity of a burger with real pickles and American cheese. 
One reason to come to Chinandega is the soon to be 
2011 champion baseball team, the Chinandega Tigres. 

Legend has it that you can hear their roar all the way 
in Managua, but they can be seen playing on their 
home field from October through January, o sea, after 
the rainy season ends. That giant shadow looming 
over the city that looks posed to erupt at any minute, 
you say? That’s the volcano San Cristobal, and it’s 
worth the hike if you have an extra day to rest. You 
can catch a taxi to the base of the volcano and hike up 
to the coffee finca which has a guide, or you can hire 
a guide in Chinandega in front of El Gallo Más Gallo. 
Either way, it’s the tallest volcano in Nicaragua and 
earns the bragging rights. 
Chinandega often gets overshadowed by other des-
tinations in Nicaragua, but it is worth exploring both 
the city and the department for its hidden gems. 

 Bienvenidos a Rivas! To get to Rivas from Ma-
nagua, you go to the Huembes bus terminal. Expre-
sos leave every thirty minutes and it costs 55 Cor-
doba (the trip is just under two hours). From Rivas to 
Managua, the expresos leave from the mercadito or 
you can wait by the Esso station at the rotunda and 
wait for a bus which passes by every hour. Ordi-
narios leave from the Mercado about every 30 min-
utes and cost 40 Cordoba (the trip lasts just over two 
hours). Once you get there, you might be hungry. 
The most popular restaurants in town are right next 
to each other on the southwest side of the park: Vila’s 
Rosti Pizza and Chop Suey. Other common places are 
Pizza Hot on the Northeast corner of the park, and 

just north of the Pizza Hot is the most fachenta Eski-
mo you’ve ever seen, connected to a place called Café 
Café with an espresso machine, American muffins, 
and wifi. Also, Rivas is “The City of Mangos”, so pick 
up a nice green or red mango on the street – they’re 
delicious!

 There are not many touristy things to do in 
the city of Rivas; however El Museo, a museum, is 
located just north of the University of Agriculture. 
Also noteworthy is the cemetery, a beautiful place, 
with a hill you can climb to see all of Rivas. The last 
weekend in June, Rivas has hipicas and fiestas. If 
you are looking to stay in Rivas, there is one very 
nice hotel, which will cost you upwards of $45, just 
north of the Pali called Hotel Nicarao. The rest of the 
hostels can be found along the highway for between 
$5-$20/night, in between the rotunda and the Texaco. 

More commonly, 
Rivas is used as a 
gateway to get to 
the more popu-
lar Rivas sites, 
such as La Isla de 
Ometepe or San 
Juan del Sur. To 
get to the island 
you must take 
a colectivo taxi 
from the Mercado 
in Rivas to San 

Jorge (10 Córdoba). On your way there, check out the 
Cruz de España that will be hanging over the street 
between Rivas and San Jorge; it is the place where the 
natives first met up with the Spaniards in Nicaragua. 
From San Jorge, you will get on a ferry (60  Córdoba) 
or a lancha (anywhere between 30 and 45 Córdoba) 
that will be an hour ride over to Moyogalpa, the port 
town on the island. From there you can get buses 
fairly often to wherever you would like to
stay on the Island. To get to San Juan del Sur, you can 
take a colectivo taxi from the Mercado for 35 Córdo-
ba (40 Cordoba in the tourist season) or a bus leaving 
from the Mercado about every hour (15 Córdoba). 
The trip is about 35 minutes in taxi and 50 minutes 

Jess Rudd, TEFL Rivas

Relaxing in Rivas

Río San Juan
    Jessica  Rothbeind, SB Rio San Juan
Bus- From MAYOREO 6am 7am, 9am, 1pm, 5pm  
 C$150
Boat- From GRANADA Monday and Thursday 2pm  
 at the dock C$190
Flights- From the Airport leaves every day at 2pm.  
 $65
Banks
 There are two banks, Banpro and Bancentro  
 with ATMs 24hrs. 

Where to Eat
La Profesora- If you feeling like eating amazing  
 fritanga, this is the place to go. Make sure you  
 arrive around 6pm, as you will probably have  
 to wait 20 minutes due to the massive line!  
 C$50 
Yessenias- Best “Nica” breakfast you will find in San  
 Carlos. Also, great lunch. Amazing view of the  
 water and Costa Rica! C$35-45
Kaoma- One of the more expensive places to eat in  
 San Carlos but great music and view of the  
 water. They have amazing ceviche. C$80.  
 Great bocas that range from C$80+, which are  
 great for sharing and saving money!
La Fortaleza- Great breakfast and lunch! C$35+
“Batido” place- This restaurant does not have an  
 official name but is right on the Malecon  
 (water area). You can get great pancakes,  
 batidos, and chicken and beef platos! C$30+
The bus station- filled with lots of options to eat  
 cheaper. C$30+

What to Wear
 It is very HOT. Shorts and t-shirts and   
 dresses are recommended. It is VERY VERY  
 humid here which adds to the sweat factor!!!  
 At night be prepared to wear jeans due to the 

El Salto
If your find yourself near the Honduras border, make 
sure to ask a volunteer between Somotillo 
and Cinco Pinos to direct you to El Salto, 
a hidden waterfall haven.  A day spent 
jumping into cool pools, climbing over 
borders, tanning on rock beds, and pic-
nicking under shady trees will have you 
feeling relaxed and ready to head back 
to site with a clear mind.

in bus. Once you get into San Juan, you can easily 
find a hostel and a place to eat, since the town largely 
consists of hospedajes and restaurants. Enjoy!



massive amounts of mosquitoes! 

What to Do
Kayak- You can kayak around the lake and bird  
 watch.
El Castillo- Beautiful river town that has a beautiful  
 fort that you can walk around for the after- 
 noon. 
From San Carlos to El Castillo, take the panga that  
 leaves at 10am for C$110 and takes around  
 1.5 hours. (Recommended that you purchase   
 a ticket around 8:30am)
From El Castillo to San Carlos, leave on the 3:30pm  
 panga for C$110 and takes around 1.5 hours. 
 The Castillo closes at 12pm for lunch so it is  
 preferable to go after lunch. It costs C$25 to  
 enter. 

Solentiname- The archipelago that is located in the  

 south part of Lake Nicaragua and is made  
 up of 36 islands.  It is a beautiful, isolated  
            spot where you can see pre-Columbian   
            sculptures and caves. This is where all of the  
 wooden painted art sculptures are made!
Soccer Game- On Saturdays you can go to the foot- 
 ball stadium and watch the men and women  
 play soccer FREE. 
Swim in Bank de Avena- You can swim off the   
 dock and enjoy where the lake and the río  
 meet.

What You Must Do (FREE) 
Whether you plan on leaving San Carlos or not you 
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should check out the following two activities!
Walk the Malecon area, which is right on the water.  
 There are tons of restaurants and a great view.  
 You can see Costa Rica and the famous Rio  
 San Juan. 
Mirador and La Fortaleza- Best view of San Carlos  
 and the Rio! 
 Boarder’s Café- Right when you get off of the boat,  
 they have great fresh food. Their specialty  
 is the “river shrimp pasta” which consists of 
  massive shrimp that are the size of lobster.  
 This is a delicatessen and expensive but worth  
 it if you are willing to pay around C$100.
 Festivals
Fishing Tournament- September 14-15. People come  
 from all over the world to fish our famously  
 large Tarpon fish! Great music and food!
Aquatic Festival- November 12-13.Boats turn into  
 floats decorated in all different themes!  
  Cultural dances and people from all over! A  
 great time with live music! 
Night Time
 If you happen to be in San Carlos on a Satur- 
 day night there are two clubs that you   
 should check out. Go around 9 p.m. and stay  
 as long as your would like; they close at 2 a.m. 
La Champa- C$30 entrance fee
Kaoma- C$30 entrance fee
 Any of the restaurants on the Malecon are fun  
 to sit and hang out at during the weekend. 
Where to Stay
Costa Sur- $8 per person
Cabinos Leykos- $8 per person
Carhelys-C$-300 for a large room
Hostal Santa Lucia- C$150 per person

PA’ CONOCER BOACO
Allison James, TEFL Boaco

It doesn’t matter if I’m talking to a tourist or a local-- 
whenever I tell them I live in Boaco, they rarely have 
any idea where in Nicaragua that could be. Despite 
being only an hour and a half bus ride away from 
Managua, Boaco is missing from the mental map of 
many. But that doesn’t mean it should stay that way. 
The department boasts some of the country’s most 
beautiful landscapes with its rolling green hills and 

slopes dotted with cows, as well as small settlements 
with plenty of opportunities to hike or horseback ride 
to take it all in. Boaco is a feasible detour on a trip to 
Matagalpa and the north, to Chontales and Rio San 
Juan, or even to El Rama and on to Bluefields down 
the road. 

There are six municipalities in Boaco and all of them 
are similar in that they depend on agriculture and 
rugged, cattle driving cowboys that have yet to be 
informed that it’s 2011. The pueblos are small to 
modest in size, with outlying communities in the 
hills accessible only by hiking trails. A good time to 
visit is during the summer when the trails are dry, 
but the most beautiful scenery appears during the 
rainy season when everything is lush and green. Any 
tour of Boaco begins at the Mayoreo bus terminal in 
Managua and takes you down the Managua-Rama 
highway, making stops at the empalmes of each mu-
nicipality. 

The first major town you’ll 
encounter is Teustepe, 
well known for nearby 
natural hot springs called 
Aguas Claras. (http://
www.aguasclarastermales.
com/). Supposedly the 
water has healing proper-
ties and is great for your 
skin. A budget day trip 
will give you time to enjoy 
the thermal pools, the bar, 
and the hammocks. There 
are rooms available to stay 
overnight for the more fachenta among us; groups of 
five have split an air-conditioned room with access 
to private pools for ten dollars each, but call ahead to 
check current prices.

Using Teustepe as a base, you can either travel up 
or over. Going “up” means continuing your trip on 
an hour long bus ride on the partly paved mountain 
road to scenic and bien fresco San Jose de Los Re-
mates. The town is small, but has plenty to offer in 
terms of nature hikes and great views. The 45 minute 
hike up to the biggest waterfall, La Chorera, winds 
through organic coffee fields, while a hike to the 
Malacatoya Canyon takes you to the edge of hell, or 

at least the mirador called El infierno. There’s also a 
protected nature reserve nearby called Cerro Alegre-
Cerro Cumaica. The relative isolation from the bustle 
and heat that characterizes the rest of Nicaragua 
makes San Jose a tranquilo place to immerse your-
self in the community and enjoy the paisaje. Bring a 
sweater.

If you choose to go “over” from Teustepe, keep 
traveling down the highway until you reach the 
empalme de Boaco. You can enjoy Boaco’s lovely 
views and lots of hills.  The sloping city is divided 
into Boaco Abajo and Boaco Arriba.  Carlos at Hotel 
Santiago can hook you up with hikes and horseback 
riding. But let’s be honest, I like capital cities for their 
food. Although Boaco is short on gringo commodi-
ties, it has a few highlights. In the empalme itself, 
Cafetin Sharlott has the best hot güirilas (tortillas 
de maiz verde) smothered in crema and cuajada. In 
the city, La Pizzeria del Gringo behind the police 

station is decent but rarely 
open when you want it 
to be. The hidden gem of 
Boaco is the panaderia Ikasa 
which makes real chocolate, 
glazed and strawberry-filled 
doughnuts. It’s the nonde-
script door located in front 
of Al Pino Restaurant where 
people swarm every day in 
the afternoon to enjoy some 
eight cord doughy heaven.  
Santa Lucia is a small mu-
nicipality in an old volcanic 

crater accessible from the road to Boaco City and 
from the city itself. As always, you can pass the time 
hiking or horseback riding out to rock formations like 
Peña Labrada. 

Continuing down the highway takes you to the em-
palme de San Lorenzo. The biggest hike San Lorenzo 
has to offer is the iconic, giant, bald rock face called 
Quisaltepe. The hike is grueling and you need a local 
guide, but the view from the top is unforgettable. 
Any local will tell you about the priest who con-
structed a cross on the highest point, visible from the 
road on clear days. A less strenuous hike to the top of 
the hill El Taurette also offers an impressive view of 
the blankets of green fields below. San Lorenzo 37
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has a southern border on the lake, which means you 
can buy a bucket of fresh guapote for less than 20 
cords, or go fishing yourself.

In Camoapa you can find cheap but high-quality 
leatherworkers to make boots, bags and machete 
sheaths that are muy fashionable. Most of the pack-
aged milk and cheese products for sale in the depart-
ment are manufactured here, so be sure to try some. 
This municipality still maintains the department’s 
overall cowboy feel, but the crowd here is younger 
due to a nearby agriculture university. The discoteca 
near the central park is one of the more popular 
dance spots in a department otherwise prone to soul-
ful ranchera ballads. Hikes here include climbing 
Mombachito, a slope named after Granada’s Mom-
bacho. On my last visit to Camoapa, I tried a bowl of 
bull testicle soup at Hotel Las Estrellas, located on the 
outskirts of town. The soup itself wouldn’t be worth 
the trip, but if you’re already in town, como no?

Boaco is great for volunteers because it’s accessible, 
beautiful, cheap, and not remotely touristy. Because 
you will be trekking through all the chaos that is 
“authentic” Nicaragua, accommodations are hard 
to come by, gringo-friendly comforts are rare, and 
transportation is highly unreliable or useable only 
to those who know the schedules. Luckily, there are 
currently volunteers from Environment, TEFL and 
Small Business living in each of the six departments. 
If you’re thinking about venturing out into the hills 
of Boaco, please contact me so I can put you in touch 
with a volunteer to facilitate lodging and give tips on 
transportation.

GASTRONOMICS 101
One volunteer’s study:  73  meals,  36 days. 

Conclusion:  Out of a few ingredients,  many meals .



To whom it may concern

You think you can love me
but I do not give everyone the right
nor is it my nature to come quietly
I will cause the very ground to shake
slide away and throw you off
then with the sun I will break
the will of he who remains.

My beauty will urge you on
for it is something to behold
promising glory and abundance
but delivering neither
to those I judge unworthy
for I do not desire
the hearts of the weak.

But to those who persevere
I will grant my favor
though they be clothed in rags
I will take my place in their hearts
though I tried to kill them
now I will sustain them
now I will call them mine.
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Pan de Coco is such a main staple on the Atlantic Coast, 
that more often than not it 
is referred to as ‘Pan Simple.’ 
Not particularly sweet or 
even coconutty in flavor, 
Pan de Coco employs co-
conut milk as a softening 
agent, turning an other-
wise uninteresting white 
bread into a deliciously rich, 
wholesome, and nutritious artisanal white bread (just 
look at the pictures).

Ingredients:

3 dried coconuts (can substitute with 3 or 4 cans coconut 
milk but less awesome)
4 pounds flour
2 cups water
3 tablespoons yeast
2 tablespoons sugar
2 tablespoons salt
Butter/oil

1. Pre-heat oven (or whatever you’ve got) to as hot 
as it goes.

2. Peel and shell coconuts with a 
machete!

3. Grate coconut meat.

4. Add 1 cup of water to grat-
ed coconut and press to extract 
coconut milk.

5. Strain and repeat.

6. Combine flour, yeast, sugar, and salt in a bowl.

7. Add coconut milk gradually and mix to form 
dough. 

8. Beat/stretch/knead/
pound dough a lot and 
until it becomes soft to the 
touch. 

9. Cut dough into individual 
portions and place on greased pan.

10. Cover pans and place in dark, 
warm place for thirty minutes to al-
low dough to rise. 

11.  Bake the 
bread until 
ready. 

12. Bam!

Martin do Nascimento, TEFL R.A.A.S.
Recipe: Pan de Coco Atlantic Coast Style

...del Cuaderno del Poeta

-JG McGee

La iglesia

the pastor sweats through 
his button down shirt, 
begins with gloria, fake
flowers in the glass pulpit, 
gente kneeling backwards 
their heads pressed into folding 
chairs, the band starts a cumbia
señor señor señor, 
hands clap up their need,
 mosquitos feasting, fat 
on sangre, de cristo he hollers, 
men across from women, both
swatting together, castigando bare legs
in penance or prevention, he yells about sin 
which translates easily, glo-glo-glo-
gloria, a used car salesman, 
an auctioneer, hands in the air to receive,
waving like pageant goers,
outside another yodel, another mating call
glo-glo-glo- -ollas cebollas, cebollas,
as stray dogs wander in for the last benediction
and men go back home to honor their wives

-JG McGee

-Allison James

El Aula

El profesor entra
todos se ponen a pie
-Profe, buenos días-
-Gracias por la cortesía
(será la última) sientense-
El perro entra tarde
después la gallina
-Profe, permiso- piden
los últimos alumnos
ya por la puerta
andando
-Escriban esto-
Empieza a dictar
Sigue una pregunta
pero nadie contesta
la misma -¿Qué es-

ahora hablan a la vez
-Profe, ¡Yo Profe! Es Profe-
afuera la batería toca
añade su voz a la bulla
La trompeta del bus suena
Gritan algunos
Salen, corren
sin terminar la clase
ni oír la tarea
Copiaron el contenido
la fecha y metas sin mancha
Hicieron sus lineas rectas
blancas y negras perfectas
pero en el proceso
la información perdieron
y los pocos que que quedan

cuerpos sentados
de mente ya huidos
salidos, persiguiendo
la gallina y el perro
marchando al ritmo
de la batería
suena la campana
ronca y cansada
-Hasta la próxima-
si Dios quiere
-Adiós Profe-
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Paul’s Year in Sports
Paul Nelson, SB Nueva Segovia

 Va Pue’s editors have asked – well, I’ve told them 
I’ve decided – that I should write a summary of what 
happened in sports during 2010.  I will do so now.  
January 2010 started off with a bang, with me playing a 
6-on-6 game of pick-up hockey with my childhood and 
college friends.  I played with a lot of guts and “hustle,” 
and you all know what that means.  Our opponent in the 
year’s first match was a group of uniformed eight-year-
olds, who were nice enough during water breaks but 
seemed to play with either a chip on their shoulders or a 
freshly sharpened skate on each of their feet.  We barely 
lost 4-1.  
 Because I knew how indispensible cross-training 
was to counter claims that I was boring, I also cross-
country skied on a regular basis until March, often after 
running to the trailhead for good measure.  When even 
I got bored with myself, I snow-shoed in the woods and 
broomed balls on my friend’s small backyard ice-rink.  
That was fun, since my boots weren’t nearly as rusty as 
my skates and, since the players were all the same age, 
our collective pride wasn’t at risk of being injured by ill-
meaning, well-playing youngsters.  
 As the snow slowly thawed I ran more and skied 
less.  And, although I knew I wouldn’t see snow for a long 
time, I looked forward to the days in which I wouldn’t 
have the opportunity to play certain sports poorly.  You 
see, not including soccer, basketball, tennis, and espe-
cially baseball, sports which I play with lots of guts and 
hustle, I am actually pretty good at summer sports, such 
as golf, disc golf, and Ultimate Frisbee.  In fact, before 
I left for Nicaragua, my brother and I played a bunch 
of golf – once 27 holes in a single day – and on my last 
round of 18, for the first time, I scored less than 90.  Now 
there may be some among you thinking that that’s no 
great shake - that a score just shy of 90 is akin to a bat-
ting average barely above the Mendoza Line.  To you, I 
need only note that last I checked, 90 is pretty close to 
100, and in most schools, no worse than an A-minus.  
Upon arriving in May, Nicaragua piqued my curiosity, 
sports-wise, because as I understood it, Nicaraguans 
knew how to play (and play well) baseball, basketball, 

and soccer.  In the spirit of service, I even imagined that 
in return for them teaching me how to kick a ball be-
tween my feet without tripping on it and falling on my 
face, perhaps I could teach them some hockey theory, 
which they could put to use when winter came around.  
Winter’s been awfully slow in coming this year for some 
reason, but that’s alright since my hands have been 
plenty full learning soccer and basketball.
 Anyway, I also got a chance to observe first-hand 
the skills of some volunteers during training.  In basket-
ball, each did their thing with aplomb: Luis represented, 
Jordan slashed, Austin dashed, Nga dribbled, Miles 
swatted, Jeff smacked, Jane shifted, Peter maneuvered, 
Hooper shot, Steve dominated, and Jonathan executed.  

From what I recall, everyone was less impressive at base-
ball, since I didn’t see them play.  But back to basketball 
for a moment. Allow me warn you about Luis.  That guy’s 
like a feline who is fed up with (and just wants to move 
on with his life without) an emotionally unresponsive 
ball of twine, so if the ball of the twine is you and you are 

in between him and the basket, just be careful, I guess is 
what I’m saying.  
 Ocotal has supplied me with many months of 
similar sports fulfillment.  My play, on both the basket-
ball court and soccer field near my home, has supplied 
much evidence to my local competitors that, if nothing 
else, Americans can be depended on to play with a lot of 
guts and hustle.  Also, as in my training town, Catarina, 
I’ve had many opportunities to try and fail to surmount 
the mountains that brood just outside of town.  I’ve had 
no problem doing so on buses, but there is something 
about running over them that makes it a bit more diffi-
cult (surmounting, that is).  I’m working on it.  
 I expect to work more on my body-surfing.  Before my 
Thanksgiving holiday, I had not scoured Nicaragua’s 
waves with my lithe, incredibly well-muscled body.  Nat-
urally, therefore, I was nervous that I’d not be up to the 
challenge thrust upon me by this corner of the Pacific.  It 

turns out that I can han-
dle the waves just fine; I 
rarely made it as far up 
the shore as Joe or Brian, 
but I did manage to reach 
damp ground nearly ev-
ery time I paddled on the 
crest of a crashing wave.  
The ground, however, was 
a bit more difficult to fig-
ure.  Its implacability was 
such that regardless of 
the size of the wave fall-
ing upon its brow, it never 
shuddered.  And yet the 
sandy beach neverthe-
less managed to rub itself 
against me in a very rude 
fashion.  This happened 
occasionally, which is to 
say almost constantly; 
more than once the sand 

etched its signature into my skin and even dumped itself 
down my swim trunks.  You can imagine how awkward I 
felt and – 
  [Okay, so it appears that Paul didn’t quite under-
stand what we meant by a “Sports Year in Review.”  For 

those of you who do not actually care about “Paul’s Year in 
Sports” or how poorly he plays ball (really, he’s awful), below 
is a quick rundown of what happened in 2010.  -  Eds.]

1. Canada won gold, the U.S. won silver, and Finland  
 won bronze in both men’s and women’s Olympic  
 hockey 
2. The Lakers won the NBA title, beating the Celtics  
 in 7 games
3. Alberto Contador won his 3rd Tour de France,  
 beating Andy Schleck  (as it turns out, a rest-day  
 drug test found a trace of clenbuterol, whatever  
 that is, in Contador’s urine, although apparently  
 not in a quantity that could either have improved  
 his performance or foreclosed the possibility that  
 its ingestion was due to food contamination) 
4. Reggie Bush relinquished his Heisman Trophy  
 after falling short in his courageous battle on  
 behalf of all student-athletes who scrape by on  
 six-figure work-study programs
5. Spain won the World Cup, beating Holland   
 (whose players played rather meanly in the cham- 
 pionship game) and a number of other teams in a  
 series of 1-0 matches 
6. An NHL team won the Stanley Cup 
7. The San Francisco Giants finally won another  
 World Series (their first since 1954, when they  
 were still in Manhattan), beating the Texas Rang- 
 ers, who for their part advanced to the finals for  
 the first time in team history
8. Felix Hernandez won the AL Cy Young Award  
 despite a 13-12 win-loss record, thereby proving  
 that despite a proud history of blaming baseball  
 players for their team’s faults (ahem, Bert Blylev- 
 en), the baseball writers association is capable of  
 rewarding the efforts of deserving-but-unlucky  
 players
9. The Metrodome’s roof collapsed under the weight  
 of snow from a massive blizzard, an apropos  
 metaphor for the Minnesota Vikings’ disastrously  
 unlucky season
10. And finally, the San Diego Chargers’ offense and  
 defense each ranked number 1 in the NFL this  
 year, and the team still missed the playoffs (unlike  
 the 7-9 Seattle Seahawks, who advanced).
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Horoscopes

You’ve found yourself fixating on a very specific problem 
and it’s been itching at your conscious more and more. 
But wait! The solution is just around the corner, but may 
present itself in an unexpected manner, so don’t close 
yourself to new experiences, people, and conversations.

Your house has been over-ridden lately with rats, pico ca-
ballos, and the neighborhood chavalos. You simply want 
your own space and time. Learn to shut down and shut 
out the outside world by grabbing a good book and get-
ting into a hammock with a cold glass of té de jamaica.

Your work and social lives have been getting dryer and 
dryer, just like the climate. At times the boredom seems 
unbearable. Don’t despair! School sessions begin soon 
and you’ll be presented with new work opportunities. 
Take this chance to get creative with new papelógrafos, 
lesson plans, and secondary projects. Maybe it’s time to 
actually start that world map you’ve been thinking about 
for months, or that beginner English class. Perhaps a 
technical exchange is in order?

You’ve been hearing voices lately and it’s your con-
science trying to get in touch with you! Maybe you’ve 
been a little vago lately (it’s been school vacation right?!), 
or you’ve felt uncomfortable about your work/living 
situation. Listen to that little voice; it’s trying to tell you 
something. It’s time to make that change you’ve been 
putting off.

Stateside you were a self-motivator and always on the 
run, but the hands-off work environment of Peace Corps 
and lack of community commitment and resources is 
wearing on your drive and moral. Don’t lose track of your 
own personal interests and consider including these in 
fun side projects: art classes, nature walks, recycling man-
ualidades, or music lessons. Start asking around at local 
organizations, existing co-operatives, and youth groups 
for new possibities. Peace Corps isn’t all about numbers 
and if you aren’t doing satisfying activities, you’ll start 
finding that your work projects fall to the wayside. 

Your Spanish has been frustrating you lately. Although 
you know you’re speaking properly, it feels like no one 
in your community understands a word that leaves your 
mouth. Maybe it’s the cultural divide, or it could it be 
you’ve been isolating yourself from your community 
recently. Seek out ways to practice your Spanish; strike 
up longer conversations at your local pulperia, write a 
daily journal in Spanish, read La Prensa or El Nuevo Diario, 
or talk to the local English teacher to set up language 
exchanges.

This time of year in Nicaragua is hot, Hot, HOT, and so is 
the new cutie on your radar. He or she may prove to be 
just the distraction you’ve been looking for, but be sure 
there isn’t a pre-existing marido or children before you  
act rashly. Community integration is crucial to happiness 
and success as a volunteer. Get up close and personal 
with the local life: milk a cow, pick coffee, and learn to 
make nacatamales.  Hey, maybe even slaughter a pe-
liguay. Get involved and keep it positive, as no one wants 
to be leaving behind nasty stories. 

Peace Corps life has been treating you well. The energy 
from the Christmas and New Year fiestas has continued 
and people seem excited to get to know you better and 
become involved in your work. Take advantage of the 
momentum by roping in community members and talk-
ing to your teachers to arrange classes (just make sure 
they understand you aren’t a substitute). 

Life stateside has been wiggling its way into your Nica-
raguan life. Facebook, phone chats, Twitter, Skype, and 
e-mails make communication with home easier than you 
had anticipated. When you talk to your friends, they all 
seem to respond, “Yeah, I know, it was like that when I 
studied abroad.”  Empathetic, but completely unhelpful. 
Perhaps it’s time to unplug for a couple weeks and “go 
native” here in Nicaragua. 

If you hear “que gordito” one more time, you may just 
explode. You actually have been imagining the appear-
ance a phantom llanta around your waist. With the rainy 
season over, take advantage of what el verano brings: 
mangos, avocados, papaya, mamones, pitahaya, and jo-
cotes. Tal vez this is the perfect chance to brave the heat 
and break out those running shoes. 

Everyone says that the two Peace Corps years fly by; they 
ain’t lying! And the potential post-Peace Corps black hole 
has you a little nervous. If you’re early in service, focus 
on the present. If you’re towards the end, hit up Monster.
com or Idealist.org and investigate other work, volunteer, 
or study options. Write your resume and make a list of 
interests, wants, and needs to evaluate what direction 
you want life to head, be it school, work, or play.

Has the stress been getting to you? Maybe it’s time to 
satisfy that stir-crazy instinct which motivated you to join 
the ‘Corps. Take a chance to relax; catch up with a couple 
of training town buddies (gotta love those claro chips, 
those who have signal).Sometimes it’s important to just 
blow off some steam in order to clear your mind and 
inspire new work ideas. Just make sure your travels don’t 
turn vagos, and you’ll be a-ok.

Aries
March 21-April 19

Pisces
February 19-March 20

Aquarius
January 20-February 18

Sagittarius
November 22-December 21

Scorpio
October  23-November 21

Libra
September 23-October22

Taurus
April20-May 20

Virgo
August 23-September 22

Leo
July 23-August 22

Cancer
June 21-July 22

Gemini
May 21-June 20

Capricorn
December22-January 19

Lauren Vice, Jinotega

Work out in the
 morning. I want to do 
the 10k between 
Jinotega and San 
Rafael del Norte, we’ll 
see ‘cause I run like an 
old man.

Doña Mimi, Administrative 
Assistant 

A adelgazarme, y 
dale mayor apoyo a 
los voluntarios en que 
todo necesiten.

Maria Antonia Mallona, 
Environment APCD

I have to start exercising 
again. Well, I’ve started 
already but I have to be 
persistent.

Marva Walton, Medical Of-
fice Secretary

I’m going to try to eat only 
healthy from now on.

Don Douglas, Logistics

Tener más comunicación 
con mis compañeros de 
trabajo y apoyarlo en lo más 
que pueda como equipo. 

That’s What (S)he Said
What are your New Year’s resolutions?


